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The Murray Ledger 4SE Times
Volume LXXXXVII No. 151 In Our 97th Year
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, June 25, 1976
NEW SCOUT TROOP—The charter for a new Boy Scout troop h
as been approved. Troop 13, sponsored by t
he
Murray Rotary Club, is the newest scout troop in Murray. Larr
y Doyle will be Scoutmaster. From left are 
Bob
Hopkins, District Commissioner of the Four Rivers Council, R
otary President Ed Chrisman, and Rotarian Davi
d Roos,
who, along with Chrisman, is also very active in the area scout
ing program. Forrest Priddy was the chairman
 of the
Rotary committee for the scout troop 
Sufi Photo bv David Hill
Dr. Ray Reeves Selected
15' Per Copy Two Sections — 28 Pages
Favorable Audit: Report
On Gas System Presented
To City Council Thursday
New Murray High School
Principal Named By Board
Dr. Ray Allen Reeves has been
named by the Murray Board of
Education as the new principal for
Murray High School.
Dr. Reeves is currently principal of
House springs, Mo., High School. He
succeeds Eli Alexander as principal
Murray High. Alexander will ass
the duties of assistant superintendent of
the school system.
Superintendent Fred Schultz was
highly complimentary of the 
new
Murray High principal, calling Re
eves
a "very competent individual, 
and an
asset to the school system."
Schultz commented on an ea
rlier
report that Roy Weatherly had b
een the





The lodge at Kenlake State Park is
now open, according to Mac Fitts, park
superintendent.
Improvements at the lodge are
virtually complete, Fitts said. The new
patio dining room, and the new
championship tennis courts will be open
in about a week, but all other services
of the lodge are now open.
Improvements include complete new
furniture, redecorated rooms, new
carpet, new drapes, new floors, new
thermopane windows, a smoke-fire
detection system, a completely new
wiring system, and a new roof.
The improvements to the lodge were
estimated at around $600,000; the tennis
courts are priced at around $90,000 and
improvements in the campground area
were estimated at about $30,000.
All the cottages in the park are now
open, Fitts said, and business is
beginning to pick up quickly.
Kenlake State Park covers 1,800
acres, with camping, beach, tennis,
horseback riding, one of the largest
marinas in the area, and other features.
The remodeling project at the lod
ge
was the first since the structure wa
s
built in 1952.
Chance of Rain .
Chance of rain through Sunday. Lo
ws
tonight in the low to mid 60s. H
ighs
Saturday in the mid 80s. Winds s
outh-
westerly to 10 mph tonight. Chance 
of
rain 20 per cent tonight and 20 per
 cent
Saturday.
that "until la-Si night, the board had no
first choice. The selection committee
presented three names to the board, all
of whom were very qualified in-
dividuals, and none was recommended
over the other two. Mr. Weatherly did,
however, call Thursday and ask that his
name be taken from the list of those
being considered for the position."
Dr. Reeves, 35, received his A.A.
degree in physical education fr
om
Fullerton Junior College in 1964. H
e
received his B.S. in physical educati
on
from the University of Utah in 1966, 
and
his master's in school administra
tion
from Chapman College in 1967
. He
received his Ph.D. in physic
al
education from the University of Ut
ah
in 1973.
In other action at the board meeti
ng,
the board approved a recommenda
tion
to cooperate with Murray S
tate
University in a driving range f
or
driver's education. The driver's r
ange
will be set up on the Stewart Stadiu
m
parking lot.
Taylor Publishing Co. was awarded
the contract for the Murray High Sc
hool
yearbook, at a cost of $4,950.
Maurice Ryan reported to the board
on a committee meeting with the city 
on
the issure of sidewalks in the Ca
rter
and Robertson areas. The project 
was
approved by the board, an
d will in-
dude sidewalks on the east side of the
Carter property and the north side of
the Robertson property. The school
board will pay for the cost of the
sidewalks on school property, and the
city will make arrangements for the
remainder of the sidewalk work on city
right of way.
Schultz also reported on the status of
the general budget. Total tangible and
real property in the city amounted to
$101,403,602, according to Properti
Valuation Administrator Charles Hale
Schultz told the board that even though
this represents only a small increase
over last year, it presents no problems
to the new budget, which will be
presented next month.
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A favorable audit report of the
Murray Natural Gas System was
presented to the Murray Common
Council last night despite the fact that
the system's net income for the year
ending April 30, 1976, was some $38,000
less than the previous year.
E. L. Howe, Jr., CPA with the firm of
Richardson di Trevathan, said that
much of the decrease in net income
could be attributed to the mild winter.
The system sold 81,000 fewr mcf
(thousand cubic feet) of gas during the
past year compared with the previous
year.
Howe also reported that operating
expenses of the system were up ap-
proximately five per cent over the
previous year.
The accountant reported that the
system had saved close to $57,000
during the year when it redeemed
$384,000 worth of bonds at 85 per cent of
par value. The gas system is presently
almost a year ahead on the payoff
schedule on the bonds which now total
$339,000 and are due in 1991.
"The system can operate with suf-
ficient cash for probably a two-year
period under the current rate struc-
ture," Howe told the council. He in-
dicated that he did not forsee the
necessity of general rate increase
during the next two years and that th
e
rates would change only if the system'
s




A discussion during which Ho
ward
Brandon told the council that zonin
g on
his property was "illegal" was 
abruptly
cut off when councilman Art Lee 
made
a motion to adjourn the ses
sion.
Brandon told the council that he had
submitted his request for rezorung the
property over 2u2 years ago and that he
would like for the council to take action
on the request. Several council
members had inspected the property in
question, located near Ky. 121 S., in
recent days and the consensus of those
council members was that rezoning the
property from residential to com-
mercial would be acceptable if Brandon
would deed the right-of-way for the
extension of Glendale Road from its
present end to Ky. 121.
"I take offense at the road being
brought up," Brandon said. "When you
start trading zoning for the givin
g of
property it goes against my grain."
Mayor John Scott said that he felt the
opening of the road was needed prior to
rezoning the property and some
members of the council agreed with
him.
Further discussion of the matter was
halted with the motion to adjourn.
TAX RATE UNCHANGED
An ordinance establishing general
and ad valorem tax rates for the city
was approved by the council on the first
reading last night. The tax rates are
identical to the 1975 rates.
The ordinance sets a general ad
valorem ( property tax rate of 35 cents
per $100 worth of property for general
municipal purposes; two cents per $100
for the retirement of hospital bonds;
and three cents per $100 for the police
and firemen's pension fund making a
total property tax of 40 cents per $1
00
taxable valuation on all property within
the city.
Also included in the ordinance is a tax
of 19 cents on each $100 worth of ban
k
shares issued by *inks arid tru
st




The earth shakes and then splits
apart, fire breaks out, and power and
telephone lines tumble to the ground —
worthless. Who will provide com-
munication from the disaster-struck
area to the rest of the state, nation and
the world^ Amateur radio operators
will, thanks, in part, to preparation
each June.
The Murray State UniveiSity
Amateur Radio Club, a group of ham
radio operators, will pitch tents in the
Land Between the Lakes this weekend
and operate in Field Day, a national
emergency preparedness test.
Although Murray may never ex-
perience an earthquake, the club is
preparing itself for operation during
such disasters by simulating the
Carter-Committed Delegates Now
Over Magic Number For Nomination
WASHINGTON AP)—Jimmy Carter
has now collected enough committed
convention delegates to give him the
Democratic presidential nomination,
an Associated Press survey shows.
Carter, who never trailed any other
contender in his bid for the necessary
1,505 delegates, pushed over the
majority barrier Thursday, exactly
four months after he won the opening
primary in New Hampshire.
With the convention still 17 days
away. Carter's total edged up to 1,510,
the AP delegate survey found.
The survey counts only delegates who
are legally committed or who have
publicly declared their preference for
one candidate. It does not include any
delegate who is leaning toward a
candidate, nor does it count delegate
votes simply on the statement of a
party leader. .
Carter's nomination became vir-
tually certain when the primaries
ended June 8 and his victory in the Ohio
primary boosted his delegate total to
1,125. Democratic leaders and former
opponents rushed to endorse him.
George Wallace endorsed Carter
June 9, and many of Wallace's
_ 
delegates followed the Alabarn,
governor's lead, providing nearly ,
third of the 380 votes Carter needed t
go over the majority mark. Another
third came from the ranks of the or-
committed delegates.
The 380 delegates were scattered all
over the country.
Carter also picked up some support
from those who backed Rep. Morns
Udall and Sens. Henry Jackson and
Frank Church.
Carter, who met Thursday with
Democratic congressional leaders in
Washington, said he welcomed the AP
survey finding.
"I'm glad to hear it," he said. "We've
got a very good certainty of a first
ballot victory."
Carter called the AP survey "a very
conservative count."
"Our confidential delegate count is
approaching 1.800," he said.
Carter has delegate support in ever
state, except North Dakota, where 
the
13 delegates will be picked today.
From the time he picked up 
19
delegates in New Hampshire's Feb 
24
primary through four months of
primaries, state conventions an
d
caucuses, Carter never fell behind any
other contender in committed
delegates.
By the opening of the convention in
New York, Carter is expected to pick up
many more delegates from among
those released by his one-time op-
ponents and from among the 477 un-
committed delegates.
A spokesman for California Gov.
Edmund G. Brown Jr., Carter's only
remaining active challenger, said there
would be no official reaction to the
results. Brown admitted last week that
Carter has the nomination "in hand"
barring any unforeseen events, the
spokesman said.
Brown has 303 delegates, while
Arizona congressman Morris Udall,
who has given up seeking delegates,
has 311.
Jackson, who has endorsed Carter
and released his delegates, still has the
allegiance of 194 delegates. Church,
who also has released his supporters, is
still the choice of 60 delegates.
Non-candidate Sen. Hubert Hum-
phrey has the support of 72 delegates.
The largest pool of non-Carter
delegates is the 477 who say they have
no preference at this time.
resulting conditions of no commercial
power or telephones, no permanent
antennas or buildings.
Operating with emergency power
supplied by a gasoline driven
generator, the Murray hams will
communicate with stations all across
the U. S. and Canada, as over 12,000
hams in both nations take to the field.
This is the 40th annual Field Day,
sponsored by the American Radio
Relay League, a membership society of
U. S. and Canadian amateurs
headquartered in Newington, Conn.
The 24-hour event caps off Amateur
Radio Week, June 20-26.
"Operations are due to start Satur-
day afternoon vat 1 p. m. at Colson
Overlook in the 1,B1.," reports William
Call, president of the club. "We plan to
operate four radio stations
simultaneously and to erect six an-
tennas." Members of the club will be
around the site to show visitors the
equipment, explaining the public
service role the club plays in the local
area.
each $100 worth of urunanufactur
ed
tobacco within the city; and 15 cents 
on
each $100 worth of all unmanufactur
ed
agricultural products within the city.
The ordinance is expected to be
considered on second and final rea
ding




The council approved a motion to
pave portions of six gravel streets
within the city with the stipulation that
property owners on each side of the
street pay one-third of the paving. costs
and the city pay the remaining one-
third.
Streets to be paved under the
program include Arcadia Drive from
10th St. to 8th St.; N. 8th St. from
Arcadia to the existing pavement;
Cardinal Dr. from Meadow Lane to
Shady Lane; Shady Lane from Story
Ave. to the dead end; Monroe St. from
N. 18th St. to the dead end; and Poplar
St. from Vaughn Dr. to Broach Ave.
The council motions says that 80
per Cent of the property owners must
have their share of the paving cost on
deposit with the city clerk prior to July




Both a Miss Upward Bound and a Mr
Upward Bound will be crowned at the
conclusion of the Prolect Upward
Bound Pageant to be held on the
campus of Murray State University
Saturday evening, June 26.
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, the program planned by
West Kentucky high school students
living on the campus during the sum-
mer experiential program is open to the
public at no admisaion charge.
Besides planning all phases of the
pageant as part of the learning ex-
perience in Project Upward Bound, the
students will also provide en-
tertainment to be presented during the
evening.
The winner from among 14 con-
testants for the Miss Upward Bound
title will be awarded a scholarship to
participate in the Miss Kentucky World
Contest in Louisville on July 17-. Both a
first and second runnerup to Miss_
Upward Bound will also be selected.
Girls in the competition will appear in
casual, sports, and formal attire and
will be interviewed by two Louisville
judges—Ruth Devine, director of the
Alix Adams Modeling Agency, and
Virginia Tinuell, a model with that
agency.
About 75 students are involved in
Project Upward Bound this year at
Murray State. The program, now in its
10th year on the campus, exposes
students to academic, recreational, and
cultural activities during the summer
school term.
Sandy Turnbowl, Murray; Dorothy Ellis, Martin
s Ferry, Ohio and Ruby
Kelly, Murray, practice tying a square knot in the Ma
crame Workshop
recently held at Empire Farm in Land Between The La
kes, TVA's public out-
door area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Other act
ivities scheduled
at Empire farm for July are: Ponds and Polliwogs, Italy 8, a
 time to explore
the underwater world of woodland ponds, 9:30 a.m. to noo
n; and Broom
Making, July 11, a demonstration on the "kicker' machine
, 1 to 430 p m.
rA-ttend The LBL Arts Crafts Festival This Weekend
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Twilight Golf will start at
Oaks Country Club at six p.m.
Members sign up at pro shop.
Weather permitting the
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at seven p.m. at the club
grounds.
Murray Art Guild will be
closed today for preparation
for Land Between the Lakes
show.
Saturday, June 26
Mu -ray Art Guild will be
closed today for Land Bet-
ween the Lakes show.
Men's, Women's, and Mixed
Doubles Tennis Tournament,
sponsored by Northwestern,
will start at Murray High
School Tennis Courts at nine
a.m.
Murray Shrine Club and
wives will have a covered dish
picnic at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. William E. Moffett,
Panorama Shores, at 6:30
p.m.
Saturday, June 26
Arts and Crafts Festival will
be at Environmental
Education Center, Land
Between the Lakes, from nine
a.m. to dusk.
Sunday, June 27
Arts and Crafts Festival
continues at Environmental
Education Center, Land
Between the Lakes, from nine
a.m, to dusk.
The Compton Reunion will
be held at Kenlake State Park
at noon. A basket dinner will
be served.
Glory Road Singers of Clifty
will be at Chestnut Street
General Baptist Church for
the morning services. A
basket dinner will be served.












Church will have a con-
secration service for the new
buildings at 2:30 p. m.
followed by a social hour from
three to 4:30 p. m.
Monday, June 28
Baptist Men of Sinking
Spring Church will meet at the
Triangle Inn at seven p.m.
LaLeche League will meet
at the home of Ann McKeel,
1500 Henry Street, at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.
Swim party for ninth
through twelfth grades will be
held at Oaks Country Club
from eight to ten p.m. Each
member may bring two guests
and the charge is fifty cents
per person.




Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Luthern
Church at seven p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens.
Defter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the'
Dexter Community Center.
Kiddie Swim Day for
preschool to third grade will
be at Oaks Country Club from
eleven a.m. to four p.m. Each
member may bring two guests
with charge being 25 cents per




The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group Meeting,
scheduled for Monday, June
28, at the Calloway County
Public Library, has been
postponed.
Since a new set of books will
be used, members will be
notified of a meeting date to be
announced later.
Deidra Folsom Presides Meet
Of Murray Rainbow For Girls
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting on
Tuesday, June 15, at seven
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
Deidra Folsom, worthy
advisor, presided. Frances




Black, Tina George, Deidra
Folsom, Linda Knight.
Rhonda Sledd, April Perry,
Gretta Timmerman, and
Verenda Mathis.





The next meeting will be






Senior Citizens of Murray
enjoyed group singing led by
Rev. Ron Hampton at the
recent potluck dinner held at
the Ellis Community Center
which was decorated with
spring flowers.





Ethel Walker served as
chairman of the potluck along
with Meme Mattingly,
Tommie Turner, Vernon
Turner, Treva Washer, Alma
Cooper, and Obera Stagner.
Those attending were
Charlie Marr, 9ussie Adams,
W. 0. Vaughn, Madie Vaughn,
Mary Gupton, Lectra Andrus,
Carrie Hicks, Bessie Dunn,
Ruby White, Elvie Carson, Liz
Ross, Loyola Wyatt, Wallace




Ruby Harris, Evie Walls,
Tommy Cavitt, Neva Riggins,
Helen Peebles, Lalla Boyd,
Mina Waters, Daisy Wickoff,
Fannie Rushing, Lillie Miller,
Billie Marose, Bill Marose,
Edna McReynolds, and Effie
Edwards.
Also attending were WillieHussung On Emerson, Flossie Snow,
Hildred Sharpe, Hoyt Flood,
Dean s List Mary Lamb, Autry Limy,
Charles F. Hussung, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Karl F. Hussung,
Meadow Lane, Murray, was
included in the spring term
Dean's List at Furman
University, Greenville, S. C.
The Dean's list is comprised
of full-time undergraduate
students who earn a grade
point average of 3.2 or better
on Furman's four-point
system. Hussung is a graduate
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Ruth Johnston, Ovie Sue
Galloway, Ella Willoughby,





Kiddie Swim Day will be
held at the Oaks Country Club
for preschool to third grade on
Tuesday, June 29, from eleven
a.m. to four p.m.
Each member may bring
two guests and the charge will
be twenty-five cents per
person. Each one is to bring a
sack lunch and drinks will be
furnished.
In charge of the
arrangements will be Sara




Werts, Shirley Werts, Erma
Lovett, Hazel Ahart, Jessie
Robinson, and Ardee Riley.
Guests were Beula Reaves,
Pauline Cooper, Clarence
Townsend, Patty Harris, and
Virgil Timberlake. Staff at-
tending were Sandy Emerson,
bus driver, Jan Maddox, area
director, Annette Burharn,
area director, and Verona
Grogan, Murray director.
The next potluck luncheon
will be held Thursday, Sep-






Church met Thursday, June
10, at seven p.m. at the
church.
Mrs. Maurita Burkeen was
speaker for the devotion. She
chose as her subject, "Drug
Use and Abuse," using
scripture readings from I
Corinthians 6:9-20. She gave
information on the different
types of drugs and how they
might affect a person when
abused.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Mary Phillips and Mrs. Kathy
Cunningham. A donation was






Business in the Past
and Look Forward to
Serving You in the
. Future."




The Harold Everetts of
Oxford Drive, Murray, had as
their guests the past weekend
their daughter, Connie, and
husband, Bert Hermanson and
son, David, of Lincoln Park,
Mich., and Charles Coppage
and Ray Davies of the Chicago
area. Sunday morning they
were joined by Mr. and Mrs.
Finis Griffith of Oxford Drive
and all went to the airport
where they enjoyed a plane
ride over Murray and Kenlake
in the plane owned by Mr.
Coppage.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
James Byers of Hardin was
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To Wed Mr. Hale
Miss Debra Leah Hamby
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar L. Hamby, Settles Road, Owensboro,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
oldest daughter, Debra Leah, to Steven Hale, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Hale, 1508 Chaucer, Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Owensboro High School and
received her B. S. degree in elementary education at Murray
State University in May 1976.
Mr. Hale, a graduate of Murray High School, received his B.
S. degree in journalism from Murray State University in May
1975. He is now attending Southwestern Theological Seminary,
Fort Worth, Texas, working toward his Master of Divinity
degree.
The wedding will be solemnized at the Macedonia Baptist
Church, Miller Mills Road, Owensboro, on Saturday, July 24,
at four p. m. A reception will follow the ceremony in the church
fellowship hall. All friends and relatives are invited to attend
the wedding and the reception.
Why We Say.
Chaperon
ItY WILLIAM S. PENFIELD
"Chaperon" or "chaperone"—a protective escort or
attendant—originally meant a hood that covered the head
and neck.
The word comes from Old French where it was the
diminutive form of "chape"--a cape.
Men and women used to wear "chaperons," but after
the 15th century they were worn exclusively by women.
Young. unmarried women were accompanied in public
by a married woman. Sunchan escort was called a
"chaperon," since both were protectors—the headdress
protecting the head and neck, and the married woman
protecting the unmarried one.
"Oh. Grmulmu...
relun hoonliful iiilip.s Ynt
Pretty little Miss Lee-Clark Norsworthy, two-year-
old daugther of Mr. and Mrs. Robed J. Norsworthy.
Chicago, and granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Norswodhy, Route One, Kirksey,
highlights her recent visit with her grandparents by
"Tip-toeing through the tulips." Artcraft Studios of
Murray captured this precious moment in time, and
they will dispatch a photographer to your place,
too, to do family groups or individuals in beautiful
living color at low summer prices. Call 753-0035 or
drop by the studios of the professionals at 118






Ben 7:15 + 2:30 Sat., Sun.
Boys-7:35, 9:40 + 2: 50 Sat., Sun






Open 8:00-Start 8:40 liNk
Thru Wed.
They got 'em mad...
now there's no stoppin 'em!
glat
DYISAIMTE
Plus "Bonnies Kids" (R)





In 500 Theatres In America
The Cine Is One Of Them!
WELCOME TO THE 23RD CENTURY.
The pert eci world of total pleasure-
-there's just
  V. Point-9: 00 4 10 Sat . Sun
Mary & Larry-7:20 + 10:55 Fri., Sat., 2: 30 Sat., Sun
TWO GREAT CLASSICS •
F HIGH PERFORMANCE ACTION
RETURN TOGETHER!
PETER SUSAN BARRY NEWMAN
FONDA GEORGE (Sta. a' Prree••
CLEAVON LITTLE
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:45
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1— miss Harrison Becomes Bride Of
Mr. Smith At Antioch Church
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Smith
Miss Deborah L. Harrison
became the bride of Thomas
M. Smith in a simple, but
elegant, candlelight service on
Saturday, May 29. The double-
ring ceremony was performed
at seven p. m. by Brother
Alfred Colley, Jr., at the
Antioch Church of Christ near
Farmington.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Harrison of
Farmington and the groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
T. Smith of Henderson.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by an a cap-
pella choir from Murray
under the direction of Jerry
Bolls. Song selections were
"Be With Them Lord," "Can't
Help Falling in Love," and
"Sunrise, Sunset." Sung
before the prayer during the
ceremony was "They
Surrender All." "Faithful and
Trite" was used for the
processional and The Lord
Bless You and Keep You" was
the recessional.
I/
The vows were exchangeo
beneath an archway can-
dleabrum which was
enhanced on each side by
identical arrangements of
yellow gladioli and yellow
daisies, accented with a
yellow ribbon, in a wrought




tapers which were entwined
with greenery. Family pews
were marked with hurricane
lamps enchanced with short
white tapers and white
streamers.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, and given
in marriage by her parents,
wore a floor length gown of
snow white polyester. The
gown featured a low, rounded
neckline with a softly
gathered skirt attached to the
bodice above the normal
waistline, and short sleeves.
There were appliques of
/1 .. s New
ale Mccasion.Ktb
121 By Pass 753-3111





cing the bodice and sleeves. A
train was attached to the back
above the normal waistline.
The bride wore her sister's
veil which was of the Juliet
style. The cap was covered in
lace and enhanced by seed
pearls and the wrist length
silk illusion was edged by lace.
She carried a handerkerchief
of her late grandmother's and
her only accessory' was white
gloves.
The bridal bouquet was
styled in a cascade
arrangement of Golden Wave
yellow rose buds and garlands
of ivy foliage centered with a
yellow-throated white hybrid
orchid and trimmed with
yellow streamers tied in
lovers knots.
Miss Nan Harrison, sister of
the bride, served as maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs.
DeWayne Willis of Waverly,
Tenn., former college
roommate, and Mrs. Rodney
Macy, a long time friend of the
bride from Hardinsburg. •
The attendants were attired
in identical floor-length gowns
of yellow polyester which
featured a gathered neckline
attached to a bias roll collar.
The shoulders were enhanced
with lace inlays which gave
the dresses a sleeveless look.
A semi-gathered skirt was
attached to the above normal
waistline which was covered
by lace. They wore white
gloves identical to the bride's.
Headpieces were halos of
white daisies with babies
breath. The attendants
carried a cascade of white and
yellow daisies which featured
one yellow carnation in the
center and babies breath.
They were accented with
yellow and white streamers.
The niece of the groom,
four-year-old Sheila Smith,
was flower girl. She wore a
dress of the same fabric as the
attendants which featured
short sleeves with the bodice
covered in the same lace
which attired the attendants
gowns. In her hair she wore
fresh daisies. She carried a
white basket which featured
yellow streamers and was
filled with white and yellow
daisy petals.
Mr. Smith chose as his best
man, Tod Gustafson of
Memphis, Tenn. Groomsmen
were Jim Smith, Stafford,
Texas, brother of the groom,
and Dwaine Rogers, Browns
Grove.
Prior to the ceremony the
candles were lighted by John
Harrison, Chicago, ill., and
David Harrison of
Elizabethtown, who are
brothers of the bride. They
also served as ushers.
The groom wore a yellow
rose for his boutonniere and
the groomsmen and ushers
wore yellow daisies.
Presiding at the register
was Miss Lane Dubrock,
friend of the bride from
Murray. She was attired in a
baby blue floor length gown
with a lace covered bodice.
Her corsage was of white
carnations.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Harrison chose a floor-
length gown of mint green
which featured a scooped
neckline and three quarter
length sleeves of organdy. The
bodice and sleeves were
enhanced by appliques of
matching colored lace. Her
corsage was white glamellias.
The mother of the groom
chose for her son's wedding a
dusty rose gown of knit which
featured a scooped neckline,
long sleeves and a gathered
skirt attached to an empire
waistline. Her corsage
featured a cymbidium orchid.
The groom's maternal
grandmother wore a baby
blue knit dress with matching
jacket. His paternal step-
grandmother was attired in a
light pink dress. Their cor-
sages were white carnaitons.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was
held in the home of the bride's
Announcing Our New Hours
Cypress Spring Restaurant
Will Be Open
Tues. through Thurs. 5.00 p iii til 9:00 p m
Friday through Sunday 8.00 a m. til 910 p m
Closed Monday
436-5496
Louie and Sue Williams
parents. The color scheme
was carried out in yellow and
white.
The bride's table was
covered with a lace cloth with
a yellow underlay. Centering
the table was an arrangement
of yellow daisies and irises. To
either side of the arrangement
were silver candleabras
holding yellow tapers. At the
end of the table was a three'
tiered wedding cake
decorated with yellow daisies
and roses. The cake featured
Roman columns which held
the top tier. In the center of
the columns was a family
heirloom bride and groom
figurine which had been used
for the bride's family's
weddings and anniversaries.
Silver appointments were
utilized for the nuts and mints.
Those assisting in serving
the cake and punch to ap-
proximately one hundred fifty
guests were Mrs. Lee Steely,
sister of the bride, and ',Mrs.
Richard Fuqua, cousin of the
bride, both of Farmington,
Miss Cathie Collier of Clinton
and Miss Sue Emberton of
Memphis, Tenn., college
friends of the bride.
Following the reception the
couple left for a honeymoon
trip to Pennyrile State Forest
Park. For traveling the bride
chose a yellow floral print
dress of polyester.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith are now
residing at Farmington, Route
One.
Out of town wedding guests
included Thomas F. Seay,
George Shaw and Miss Liz
Spillmitse of Chicago, Ill.;
Ernest Seay and Mrs. Sue
Siegler of Flossmoor, Ill.;
Mrs. W. A. Sloan, Jr., and
Tom Sloan of Austin, Texas;
Mr. and Mrs. Davis Lindsey
and Exa Kay of New Har-
mony, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Darnell and Karen, Mr. and
Mrs. William Smith, Brenda
and Randy, all of Evansville,
Ind.; Mrs. Glover Oiler,
Griffin, Ind.; Mrs. Almerry
Wash, Mrs. Mary Lou Smith
and Drew of East Lansing,
Mich.; .Miss Renae Stewart of
Elizabethtown; Miss Melinda
Nowlin of Dresden, Tenn.; Mr
and Mrs. Charlcs Harrison of
Franklin; DeWayne Willis of
Waverly, Tenn.; and Larry
Wilson of Louisville, besides
members of the wedding
party.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin T.
Smith, parents of the groom,
were hosts at a rehearsal
dinner at Joe and Claudine's
for the bridal party on Friday,
May 28, following the wedding
rehearsal.
Prenuptial Events
On April 23, a shower was
given at the Farmington
Community Building.
Hostesses were Mrs. Judah
Fuqua, Mrs. Sina Harrison,
and Mrs. Betty Burton.
Approximately sixty guests
attended or sent gifts. 44
Mrs. Joe Waggoner, Mrs.
Bill French and Mrs. Jack
Centers gave a surprise office
party for the couple on April
29. Approximately thirty
guests attended or sent gifts
On May 9 Mrs. Rex Darnell
and Davis Lindsey hosted a
pot luck dinner for the
groom's family in Griffin,
Indiana. Approximately forty
guests attended or sent gift-
On May 25 Miss Harro. ,
gave the bride a personal




A Swim party for ninth
through twelfth grades will be
held at Oaks Country Club on
Monday, June 28, from eight
to ten p.m.
Each member may bring
two guests and the charge will
be fifty cents per person.
In charge of the
arrangements will be Mr and
Mrs. Delmer Brewer, Mr. and
Mrs. A. R. Hatcher, and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles McCuiston
ATTEND RECEPTION
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Jobs of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Michael of Hamlin
were among those attending
the formal reception held June
19 by Mayfield Commandery
No. 49, Knights Templar. In
honor of Grand Commander.
Kent Berkley at the Mayfield
Masonic Hall followed by a
dinner at the Holiday Inn,
Mayfield.
Mildred Rogers Mahan Cited
For Extension Service Work
The following story con-
cerning Mildred Rogers
Mahan, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Carman Rogers of
Murray, is being reprinted
from the newspaper at
Sheridan, Mich. The story was
written by Pat Clyde, staff
writer for the newspaper:
STANTON — Mildred
Mahan, the Montcalm County
Cooperative Extension home
prisdedilf a
economist humbly , calls
hers l  trades anda ed
But the Stanton Jaycettes
were impressed by these
qualities enough to name her
their Woman of the Year.
We considered other
women for the award who do
as much as Mildred," Bar-
bara Helms, who is in charge
of the Jaycette Woman of the
Year committee, said. "But
we chose her because she gets
so little recognition for her
work."
Mrs. Mahan works with 
Mildred Rogers Mahan
countless numbers of in- A native of Kentucky w
ho
dividuals and groups in a still retains a soft south
ern
variety of programs ranging accent, Mrs. Mahan reentered
from preparing master biscuit the field of home economi
cs
mixes to buying insurance. after a 10-year absence to
She is working this year raise her family. When her
with extension home youngest daugher entered
economists in Barry and Ionia school in Sheridan, Mrs.
Counties to prepare programs Mahan started teaching 
home
on foods, interior design, economics and ph
ysical
home management, clothing, education. She taug
ht in
family living, and land- Sheridan for seven years a
nd
scaping. in Carson City
 for four years,
"At fpy. job I am a jack-of- and then Mined 
the
all trades and a master of Cooperative Extension 
Ser-
none. It can be frustrating," vice.
she said. "But I am fortunate She had worked for 
several
to be able to work with so years after grad
uating in
many people." home economics 
at Murray
She has been with State University 
in Kentucky.
Cooperative Extension since She quit when she had 
her first
1970. James Crosby, director child David, now 26
.
of the service, praises Mrs. In the ye
ars between
Mahan's work. leaving college and
 settling in
"She is probably the best Sheridan. Mts. 
Mahan and her
home economist in Michigan husband Paul
 traveled from
he said. "She is personable Kentucky to 
Virginia and Ohio
and never runs out of am- with Paul's 
work for Car-
bition." nation Co. 
He worked for
Mrs. Mahan says she has Carnation in 
Sheridiuontil it
contact. in her work mainly closed, 
and has worked for the
with young homemakers, last 10 ye
ars with the Mid-
a—aenicitvitizens, disadvantaged Michigan He
alth Department.
the metric system, dealing
with shortages, estate plan-
ning and insurance, gardening
and food preservation," she
said. "As you can see home
economics is much broader
than it used to be. People used
to think it meant only cooking
and sewing."
families, study groups and Mrs. 
Mahan feels she can
adult education groups relate 
to the young families
"These are poeple who have-.she works 
with now hee2 wax of
voiced a need for programs on her 
experience as a mother.
"I really don't understand it
when I hear people talk about
parenthood as a chore," she
said. "I used to spend alot of
time outdoors with the
children. In fact, I used to
think the chilren will not
remember the dirty dishes in
the sink, but they will rem-
ember the walks along a
riverbed collecting flowers."
Now the children have Paul
and I interested in things we
never dreamed we would be,
like sailing, the sea and back-
packing."
David Mahan is working on
his doctorate at Michigan
State University. Steven, 24,
has been crewing on a sailing
boat for two-and-a-half years,
and Sharon, 20, attends
Central Michigan University.
In describing her interests
in outside work, Mrs. Mahan
calls herself a piddlediddler
because she has so many
interest that she cannot devote
enough time to each. She said
she likes sewing, gardening,
reading, fishing and all kinds
of handwork.
She belongs only to
organizations related to her
profession such as the
Michigan Association of
Extenison Home Economists
and the National Home
Economics Association.
"I don't take part in any
civic organizations because 1
want to be of service to them
all," she explains.
The Stanton Jaycettes will
officially honor her for her
service to Montcalm County at
their annual awards banquet
in May.
Five Spices, sometimes
called for in Chinese recipes, is
a prepared mixture that usual-







Babylloy Thomas ( mother
Norma it, Box 46, Hales Tr.
Ct., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Brian O'Neil, 173 Riveria
Cts., Murray, Miss Karin
Elkins, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Robert F. Swift, Rt. 6,
Murray, Kelly Colson 11, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Martha S.
Blakely, Rt. 1, Murray,
Marvin Barrow, Rt. 2, Dover,
Tn., Mrs. Lenna R. Fulton and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Linda A. Clark and Baby Boy,
Rt. 5, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Sally H.
Hamrick and Baby Boy, 587
Mayfield Hwy., Benton, Mrs.
June Stone, Rt. 8, Murray.
James H. Goodman, Rt. a, Box.,
71, Benton, Mrs. Jahice Hasty,
Rt. 6, Murray, W. Harlie
Williams, Rt. 7, Murray,
Lilburn Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Molean Jones, P.O. Box
33, Lynnville, Mrs. Janie
Farris, Fern Terrace Ldg.,
Murray, Orville C. Moffitt, Rt.
1, New Concord, Miss
Elizabeth Dowdy, 104 N. 9th.,
Murray, Mrs. Layvel Darnell,
Rt. 1, Farmington, Dorris W.
Owen, Rt. 1, Paris, Tn.
PERSONALS
BENTON PATIENT
Dismissed June 11 from the
Benton Hospital was Ruth
Chester of Dexter.
PATIENT AT BENT()N
David Booker of Dexter was
dismissed June 12 from the
Benton Hospital.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Donald Page of Murray was
dismissed June 13 from the
Benton Hospital.
gilt *pedal Mauston. f.tti.
121 ByPess 7533)11
Hope Chest
Having a problem selecting that Perfect
Wedding Gift?
Let the bride help you. Make your selection from
her personal miscellaneous gift list in the Special
Occasion Hope Chest.







One winner from each Burger Queen
will win five free tickets to Opryland.
Register at any Burger Queen Restaurant to win
five free tickets to Opryland. plus $50 fun money,
and to become eligible for the Grand Prize of a
Grand Ole Opryland Weekend for 5. plus $1 50 00
fun money.
One winner from each Burger Queen will win five
free tickets to Opryland, plus $50.00 fun money
With eleven live musical shows and many exciting
rides, it promises to be a thrilling day
In addition to the above. each Opryland winner will
be eligible to win the Grand Prize of a Grand Ole
Opryland Weekend for five. plus $15000 fun money
The Grand Prize includes three days and two nights
=it the convenient. luxurious Music City Rodeway
Inn and all the shows and rides of Opryland
And there's a dream-come-true evening backstage
at the Grand Ole ()Pry as the guest of an Opry Star
So come into Burger Queen today and register to
win a fun-filled day or weekend at fabulous Opry-
land. No purchase necessary to register
Opryland is located on Briley Parkway in Nashville,
Tennessee.
CONTEST RULES
I Fill out the entry blank tear it oft and deposit I in the entr,
box at Burger Queen,
2. Deadline for entries is June 30 1976
3 Prizes do not include transportation or food
W.nne,s will be notified July 3 1976
5. Awards for live FREE tickets will be determined by a drawinU
which will take place at each Burger Queen Restaurant on Jut,
1 1976 at 10 00 a m
Award for the Grand Priz• will be determined by a drawing all,
o?enJ.. Epurml
•Ylipeloyees of Burger Queen and its advertising agency anr:
s algre76noaril -itr.la°°nsfaerr"able and non redeemable for cash
their families are ineligible
S. No purchase necessary to register
II All Burger Queen Restaurants will participate in thus drawing
10. Any income taxes due to winning the prizes shall be paid by
the winner
11 Each Burger Queen Restaurant will have a winner of fivri
free tickets to Opryland Plus $5000 in cash
There will be only one Grand Prize winner drawn from the above
winners The weekend includes three days admission for 5 le
Oprylind and two nights at Music City lacel•way Inn a bus tour
the honor of being guests of an Opry Star backstage at the Grand
Ole °Pry. Plus $150 00 fun money from Burger Outten
12. The Grand Prize weekend must be taken July 30 31
August 1 1976
13 You may enter the contest by mailing ins piece of paper with
the heading GRAND OLE OPRYLAND WEEKEND along with
your name address and phone number to your iocai Burger
Queen
54 of winning are determined by 1,-, i e„ 
. o,
16 Ali entries must be handwritten
Yes. I would like to win a Grand
I Ole Opryland Weekend for five,'+arne
I Addressr ety 'State
 11111.11'111111•1111111111M1111P"rieNIIIMIIIMIIIM1111111
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By Dr. Bill Whittaker
First Baptist Church
So much has been said about the
bicentennial we now risk ignoring the
final celebration of the approaching
fourth of July. Amidst the rhetoric and
pleas for patriotic involvement will we
hear the still relevant word of God on
what makes a nation great.
'Righteousness exalts a nation"
Proverbs r434. Good government does
not make a nation great. Government,
even democracy, can become a sub-
slitute god. A great nation is the result
of a right relationship with God. Many
people have so much confidence in
America as a "Christian nation" they
see no need for national repentance or
individual trust in God. God will not
bless America simply because we are
America. The story of Israel should
illustrate the fallacy of a most favored
nation" concept. Sin is a reproach to
any nation and to God—even America's
sin! Beware of those who say
"America, Love It or Leave It." Love
her wrongs? Love America's sin? God
doesn't and neither can God's people.
There can be no great nation when a
civil religion is substituted for
righteousness. Civil religion is a form of
godliness which denies the power of
God. It is a sweet mixture of national
traditions and religious concepts which
makes a person feel good but results in




Johnny Carson: Schools in Hollywood
are very progressive. One school here
is starting a day care center. Run by
the seventh grade, they take care of the
children of the eighth graders.
Some parents will do anything to
insure quality education for their
children. Anything—short of voting in a
school board election.
Del Norte, Colo.—The federal
government says school officials here
can't forbid boys to wear beards
without a similar prohibition against
beards on girls.
That is one of three regulations in the
school system's dress code that the
Civil Rights Division of the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare said
violate federal antidiscrimination laws.
The Civil Rights Division also
objected to a regulation in the dress
code governing the length of boys' hair.
It said the district can't do that without
addressing itself to the length of girls'
locks.
The division also said the school
board discriminates against girls by
allowing boys to wear blue jeans and
prohibiting them on girls. (Denver
Post )
An American student at England's
famed Oxford University dated his
exam paper "10-11-52." The paper was
duly marked and returned with the
comment:
"Which '52? This institution has been
established almost 800 years."
The pupils had all been
photographed, and the teacher was
trying to persuade them each to buy a
copy of the group picture.
"Just think how nice it will be to look
at it when you are all grown up and say,
"There's Rose; she's married,' or
'There's Billy; he's a sailor."
A small voice at the back of the room
piped up, "And there's teacher; she's
dead!"
Government
A Des Moines doctor got an envelope
from the IRS with nothing in it. Ner-
vously, he called the income tax office
and asked what it was about. The young
lady who answered the phone said, "If
there is nothing in it, how do you expect
us to know?"
In Richmond Upon Thames,
England, the Amenities Committee has
decided against putting a fence around
Kneller Gardens, Twickingham to
prevent vandalism because they felt
the fence would be damaged by
vandals.
The West German Research Ministry
has come up with some advice for the
public: Don't disturb civil servants on
Monday mornings. After a weekend
away from the office, they tend to be
aggressive, intolerant and frustrated.
One of the candidates who dropped
out of the race said he'd rather be right
than president. There's nothing in the
constitution tliat says you can't be both.
If the founding fathers of this nation
were around today they'd find out that
taxation with representation doesn't
work either.
Government spending gives you an
idea why laws are called bills.
Oneonta, N.Y. Star)
At least 22 of this nation's 100
senators have been categorized as
millionaires, although sometimes much
of the money is in the names of the
wives.
preacher on the platform of society but
ignores his pleas for righteousness
from the pulpit. Personal faith and
trust in God must replace the window
dressing of a civil religion. No amount
of worship services in the White House
will exalt America.
The Christian can help to bring a new
righteousness to the nation by
recognizing that government is of God.
Paul asserted, "the powers that be are
ordained of God." The system of
government is God's method for the
preservation or order and the restraint
of evil. This means the power of
government is a trusteeship, a sacred
trust from the God of power. Leaders
must be sensitive to God. Many people
are skeptical about dedicated
Christians serving in positions of
government. Has our "Christian
nation" come to the point where it is a
political liability to be a dedicated
Christian?
Christians must fulfill the Biblical
calling to be Christian citizens.
"Render unto Caesar the things that
are Caesar's." Moses, Joseph, the
prophets, John, Jesus, and Paul all
attest to God's people in the center of
citizen affairs. The average twentieth-
century Christian has gone far from
their example. Voting percentages
indicate we may soon have a govern-
ment elected by a minority. If
Christians neglect a positive influence
in government affairs we turn the
nation over to the devil. The Lord has
called us to be the salt and the light of
the world. The world includes the realm
of government.
A great nation will come when in-
dividuals are willing to forsake sin and
seek the righteousness of Jesus Christ.
Righteousness comes from a right
relationship. Nations are made up of
individuals. The scripture says, "He
that humbles himself will be exalted."
Confession, repentance, faith is still the
route to greatness. The former
President was reported to have said to
the Secretary of State following a time
of prayer - "please don't ever tell
anyone I was weak and cried." It is not
weakness to pray, admit sin, seek the
face of the Lord and righteousness. He
who humbles himself shall be exalted.
It is true of individuals and nations.
10 Years Ago
Vice-President Hubert H. Humphrey
will dedicate the Barkley Dam Project
on August 20. -
Army Pvt. Jerry N. Eldridge com-
pleted a light vehicle driver purse at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., on June 20.
Machinery Repairman Second Class
Billie J. Parker USN is serving aboard
the submarine tender USS Howard W.
Gilmore.
Births reported include a boy, Scott
Keith II, to Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Schlosser on June 20, and a boy, Gregg
Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. Andy Rogers
on June 21.
Wayne Theiss, an All-Conference
Quarterback of Oldham County High
School last season, has signed an
athletic grant with Murray State
University, according to Assistant
Coach Billy Mitchell.
20 Years Ago
A permit was granted this morning to
Jim Buchanan for the operation of a
roller rink which is located on North
18th Street north of the water tank in a
hearing before Judge Waylon Rayburn.
The rink was closed by county
authorities recently when it was
discovered that the propery procedure
had not been take before opening.
Dr. Forrest Pogue, World War II
Historian and a member of the faculty
of the History and Political Science
Department of Murray State College,
traced the rise of Joseph Stalin as a
revolutionary leader in Russia at the
meeting of the Paris Rotary Club.
Births reported include a boy, Dennis
Allen, to Mr. and Mrs. John W. Puckett
on June 12, a boy, James David, to Mr.
and Mrs. James B. Oakley, Jr., on June
12, a girl, Loretta Jo, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Edward Burkeen on June 13,
and a girl, Peggy Mildred, to Dr. and
Mrs. Stephen S. Visher on June 18.
Relatives gathered June 17 at the
home of J. 0. Compton near Irvin Cobb
Resort for a fish and chicken dinner.
[MARTIN
Headline is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write Heartline, 8514 N. Main
St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior citizens
will receive prompt replies. The most
useful replies will be printed in this
column.
Headline: I am 66 and a retired
railroad worker. I was wondering
whether you could give me some in-
formation about the cost of living in-
crease for us on railroad retiremen-
t?—K.W.
Answer: The United States Railroad
Retirement Board has recently an-
nounced a 6.4 per cent cost of living
increase in the tier 1 portion of all
employe and spouse annuities. The tier
1 portion of an annuity is based on an
employe's total work record under
railroad retirement and Social
Security. Its amount is calculated
under the Social Security benefit for-
mula.
Since the 6.4 per cent increase applies
only to the tier 1 component of an an-
nuity, retired employes and thilr wives
will generally not have their annuities
increased the full 6.4 per cent.
Tier II annuity components are not
scheduled for a cost of living increase
until June 1977. There are no plans at
the present time to increase sup-
plement annuities.
Survivor annuities will also be in-
creased the full 6.4 per cent. This in-
crease will be included in the regular
July benefit check or as soon as
possible thereafter. The board requests
that beneficiaries not write to them
concerning their increase because it
will only delay payment.
Headline: I am drawing Social
Security and S.S.I. (Supplemental
Security Income). Will the raise we
receive on Social Security knock me out
of my S. S. I. benefits?—R.T.
Answer: The federal portion of your
S.S.I. benefits will not be lowered
because the income level for S.S.I. will
be raised 6.4 per cent also. However, if
you live in a state that supplements
your S.S.I., this could be lowered if
your state does not raise their level
also.
Headline's "Guide to Medicare" is
loaded . with valuable, easy-to-
understand information about how the
Medicare program works for you.
Unlike other guidebooks, it contains
sample claim forms. For yours, send
$1.50 and your name and address to
Headline's "Guide to Medicare," 8514
N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415.
Headline: I turned 72 years old in
February 1976. Since I am working full
time, I just started to draw my Social
Security benefits in March. From age
65, I have been covered by Medicare
and I have paid my premium quarterly.
In April I did not receive my notice for
payment. This has me upset because I
need my Medicare. Can you give me
any advice on this?—E.B.S.
Answer: You do not have to worry
because your Medicare premiums are
being automatically deducted from
your monthly Social Security check. At
the present time, $6.70 is being taken
out of your check. In July this will be
increased to $7.20.
Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
Lost and Found
Nearly everyday the telephone rings
and someone asks, "Have you found a
brown dog that answers to the name of
Prince?" Or. "My daughter's pet cat
has disappeared. Have you seen her"
Often, the caller seems puzzled!), the
disappearance. "He never left the yard
before," he remarks. Now and then, the
pet, who "is never allowed out of doors"
has escaped on the way to the
veterinarian.
Frequently these calls result in keen
disappointment for the distraught pet
owner. Although occasionally the
Society can be of help in reuniting
owner and pet, most often we can only
take the caller's name and phone
number and promise to call him if we
locate the animal. When we come
across lost animals without any
identification, we wait and hope the
rightful owner will call us — we cannot
afford to run "found" ads in the
newspaper for every dog and cat we
care for. If we receive no calls, we put
the animal up for adoption.
Pet owners could avoid most of the
loss and heartache if they would insure
that their animals bear some type of
identification tag. Invariably, when we
find a lost animal or an owner calls us
to report his loss, the animal wore a
collar but no ID tags. Often, the pet is
one "which never is allowed out of
doors" but escaped on the way to the
veterinarian.
A number of types of identification
can be useful in tracing owners of pets.
A rabies vaccination tag and a city or
state dog license can be traced to the
owner, since they are numbered and
registered with local authorities.
Probably the best method of iden-
tifying your pet ,,however, is a regular
ID tag which Can be purchased for $1.00
or $1.50 from pet food companies, flea
Bible Thought
Behold, the days come, saith the
lord, that I will make a new cove-
nant with the house of Israel, and
with the house of Judah. Jeremiah
31:31.
One of the marks of God's deal-
ines with His people in any age is
the remarkable freshness of His
approach — the key word often is
"new."
The Murray Ledger & Times
The ..Murray Ledger 8 Times ss
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES In oreos served
by comer% 52 25 per month payable
advance . By mail in Calloway County
and to Benton Hardin, Mayfield Sedolio
and Farmington Ky arid Paris
Buchanan and Puryeor Tern. S l 00
per year By moil to other destinations
530 00 per year
Member of Associated Press Ken
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collar manufacturers, or local
veterinarians. These stainless steel
discs can be engraved with the owner's
name, address and phone number, and
Me pet's name. While an ID tag is no
guarantee that your pet will be
returned if he turns up missing, it does
greatly increase your chances of get-
ting him back again.
So next time you see an offer for an
ID tag, do your pet a favor by pur-
chasing one for him. He'll appreciate
it!
For lost dogs and cats, please call 753-
3535 or 753-4307.
If you have comments or questions
concerning these columns, please
address them to the Humane Society of
Calloway County, PO Box 2934,




One male adult, black mixed breed;
One female part Collie adult; One
female part Collie 8 weeks old; one
female part Beagle adult: One female
adult, light brown adult; one male
mixed breed puppy; two female
Schnauzer-Terrier type adult, black
and white; one female part Lab. 5
months old; one female part German
Shepard 3 months old; two female part
Spaniels 3 months old, black and white:
four female and one male mixed breed,
borwn and white 3 months old; one





By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on cops righted outlines produced bs the Committee on
!Ise Uniform Series and used bs permission
The Church And
Civil Authorities
By H. C. Chiles
Romans 13:1-10
Each child of God has obligations to
the human government under which he
lives. He should abide by the laws of his
city, county, state, and nation, and be
submissive to said governrnenjal
agency unless it should require him to
disobey God or to do wrong. The
limitation of the Christian's respon-
sibility to be subject to the earthly
powers begins only when such sub-
jection contravenes the plain teachings
of the Word of God. Always a Christian
must obey God in preference to obeying
man.
One must obey the law not simply to
escape the consequences of
wrongdoing, but for the sake of his own
conscience which tells him to do right.
Moreover, he owes it to his fellowmen,
over whom he has influence, to be a
law-abiding citizen. It is impossible to
disobey God without incurring His
displeasure and receiving the due
reward for doing so, just as certainly as
rebellion against the government and
violation of the law cannot go un-
punished.
It is incumbent upon the Christian
that he pays taxes. The payment of
taxes is both an acknowledgment of
subjection to the government and the
discharge of an obligation to pay for
numerous services rendered. While we
live in the heavenlies spiritually, we are
not to evade our earthly respon-
sibilities. Christians should be better
citizens than those who do not claim to
be followers of Christ. It is their duty to
meet their obligations to all others. For
this reason, God admonishes them to
promote that which is right and do that
which is good on every level and in
every area of life.
We do not believe that, in verse eight,
Paul meant to brand all credit-buying
as unChristian, for he himself ran a
"charge account" with Philemon.
Instead of teaching that one should
never be in debt, he was saying, "Do
not leave a debt unpaid." In other
words, "Do not be like the man who was
called 'a human dynamo' because
everything he was wearing was
charged." A debtor must not continue
owing a debt. A debtor must never
defraud his creditor.
Paul enumerated the last five of the
Ten Commandments, which have to do
with our relationship to others. The
commandment, "Thou shalt not
commit adultery," strikes at an evil
which is growing with frightful rapidity
in these days. God's prohibition of
adultery is still applicable. The com-
mandment, "Thou shalt not kill,"
forbids the taking of the life of a human
being, whether it be for revenge or
some other evil motive. In the com-
mand, "Thous shalt not steal," God
forbids the taking of that which
rightfully belongs to another, whether it
be God or man. Because bearing false
witness in public and in private is an
abomination in the sight of God, we
have the plain prohibition, "Thou shalt
not bear false witness." Whereas the
four preceding commandments pertain
to words and deeds, the fifth one. "Thou
shalt not covet," regulates the
thoughts, desires, and longings. Even
though this sin of covetousness may not
be visible to others, it is strictly for-
bidden.
These five commandments can be
summarized easily in the words quoted
by our Lord, "Thou shalt love they
neighbor as thyself." This debt of love,
which we owe to all men, is a continuing
matter. If we love others as we should
we shall certainly have due respect for
both their persons and their
possessions. Any person who truly loves
his neighbor will not treat him
wrongfully, but he will express his love
for him in active goodwill.
Today In
History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, June 25th, the 177th
day of 1976. There are 189 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1950, North Korea
invaded the Republic of Korea. It was
the beginning of the Korean War.
On this date-
In 1788, Virginia ratified the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte made a
farewell address before being exiled to
St. Helena.
In 1886, General George Custer's
force was massacred in the Battle of
the Little Big Horn in Montana.
In 11111, American forces drove the
Germans out of Belleau Wood, in
France, after a two-week battle in
World War I.
In 1934, it was announced tha' 16
million Americans were on relief.
In 1967, President Lyndon Johnson
and Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin
concluded talks at Glassboro State
College in New Jersey and pledged that
the two countries would not let any
crisis push them into nuclear war.
Ten years ago: The Vatican and
Yugoslavia resumed diplomatic
relations in a major move aimed at
improving Roman Catholic relations
with the Communist world.
Five years ago: An American art
dealer purchased a Titian painting at
auction for $4 million.
One year ago: President Ford
warned the oil-producing countries
against new price increases which he
said would have an adverse impact
worldwide.
Today's birthdays: Broadway
producer George Abbott is 87 years old.
Movie director Sidney Lurnet is 52.
Thought for today: We owe to the
Middle Ages the two worst inventions of
humanity-romantic love and gun-
powder-French biographer Andre
Maurois, 1885-1967.
Bicentennial footnote: 200 years ago.
the Virginia Convention ordered the
commanding officer of continental
troops in the province to take measures
to prevent profanity and "all manner of
gambling" as well as "every other vice
and immorality."
Isn't It The Truth
Science is a mystery to unscientifi
minds, but it need not be, becausc
science is but the sum and substance of
experience and conjecture put to work
to figure out how to use or how to avoid
what is already in existence — nuclear
fission, big government and the big
mouth.
High-risk factors which lead to
coronary heart disease arid har-
dening of the arteries beget
early in life and deserve more
attention hardening of.the ar-
teries being early in life and
deserve more attention during
childhc xl. especially testing for
elevation of blood lipids
tcholesterl and trtyjycendest
In "Guidelines to Metabolic
Therapy,- a scientific publica-
tion of The Upjohn Co.. H. Peter
Chase, M.D. a pediatncian at
the University of Colorado Medi-
cal Center, writes "Pathologic
studies of children dying of
trauma and of US soldiers
killed in the Korean and Viet
Nam wars have shown that cor-
onary athercsclerrsis freciuently
begins prior to adult life
He points out that 20 per cent
of autopsies of persons aged 15 to
50 stnwed significant damage in
the arterial walls while r per
cent of US. soldiers dying in the
Korean war and 45 per cent in
Preventing Arterial
And Heart Disease
the Viet Nam war had evidence
of thickening in coronary ve,els
in their hearts at a mean age of
22 years
Dr Chase emphasizes that 526
per cent of all deaths in the
United States in 1974. the latest
year for which figures are
available from the National
Center for Health Statistics.
resulted from cardiovascular
disease and 38.6 per cent from
those directly involving the
heart
High blood levels of
cholesterol and triglycerides are
considered major risk factors
leading to arterial and heart
diesease
.thase makes the following
olservations regarding the high
risk factors
1 Diabetes Mellitus Blood
vessel disease among diabetics
is high, including hardening of
the coronary arteries Over half
the diabetic children checked at
the University of Colorado Medi-
cal Center had elevated
choleterol and/or triglycerides
Diabetic children should be
screened annually for all risk
factors including high blood
lipids (fats)
2 ()bendy About 80 per cent of
obese children become obese
adults It is wise to avoid infancy
and childhood obseity which is
often associated in adult life with
arterial and heart disease 
3 Athletic Training Diets Six
or seven eggs per day, along
with large amounts of meat and
milk, can raise blood lipids
Education regarding the need
for a well-balanced diet for
young trainees is important.
4 High Blood Lipids Children
from families with known high
blood lipids should be routinely
screened.
5 Early Heart Attack When a
heart attack occurs in a parent
prior to age 50. the children
should have blood exrninations
Blasuigame
for cholesterol and triglycerides
Early treatment may prevent
advancement of arterial disease
Qr Mr CV says that he has
heard that hot baths and ex-
pesure of the testicles to heat can
reduce the sperm court in a
man Ls this true'
A It IS true that regular hot
water baths or sauna -treat
ments- can slow the rate of for-
mation of sperm in the testicles,
even contributing to such low
sperm counts that infertility may
result
Q Mrs I)S has been reading
much about swine influenza]
vaccine for every American this
fall and wants to know if the
vaccination will be compulsory
A The swine flu vaccine pro-
gram will not be compulsory It
can be effective without every
person being vaccinated. Vac-
cination will be recommended
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CARROLL'S BUDGET FOR 1976 1918 STRESSES
HEALTH CARE, BENEFITS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
FRANKFORT,
Ky.-Gov. Julian Carroll
describes his 1976-78 budget
for the state Human
Resources Department as
stressing local health care,
which will especially benefit
the elderly.
Also, it will help give
every Kentuckian a chance
for a decent living while not
catering to freeloaders, he
added in an interview about
funding for the state's largest
department.
Gov. Carroll's responses
to specific questions follow:
Q-In your State of the
Commonwealth address, you
said that "it is an insult to
our common sense to suggest
that better government
requires more spending."
Could you tell us how your
budget allocations in the
Department for Human
Resources reflect this firm
fiscal posture?
CARROLL--As I pointed out
in my budget message, 1








services." In the Department
for Human Resources my
recommendation was a 3.6
per cent decrease in state
funds for administration and
support services.
This prudent fiscal
posture has resulted in an
extremely tight essential
service budget for on-going
activities.
In the area of health
services, where 5.5 million
new state dollars will provide
expanded as well as new,
innovative program starts,
there is also a strict essential
services budget to provide
for existing activities.
Q-Govemor, initially you
talked about making services
more available to the
people--how do ou feel you
will accomplish this?
CARROLL-I have long
believed that local health
departments constitute the
backbone of the state's
system of public health
TRAINING FOR THE HANDICAPPED
Kentuckian. For this group,
and the blind and disabled,
who face the greatest
problem in securing health
services, we have expanded
in-home services that
actually make it possible for
them to get needed medical
attention at home.
Q-Are there any other ways
in which the elderly will
directly benefit in health
.care?
CARROLL--The budget for
the next biennium in the
Medicaid program provides
increases in payments of
in-hospital physicians' fees
from 62 per cent of
customary and usual charges
to 100 per cent of the first
S50 and 62 per cent of all
over $50.
Q--What about the older
person who is no longer able
to move about, whose only
alternative would seem to be




Program is that payment can
now be made directly to
relatives of these elderly for
Caretaker Service. Before,
these payments could be
made only to non-related
HEALTH CARE FOR THE ELDERLY
delivery. The demand for
local health services has been
increasing dramatically but
state support for this
important arm of health cate
has increased only five per
cent in the pint five years.
My budget includes S2
million to establish a
state-local matching program
on a 50-50 basis which will
upgrade district and county
health department physical
plants, and a SI million
allocation each year which
increases the state share in
the local health department
operating program.
Q-What about the elderly'
The rising costs of health
care and getting to health
care create real problems for
this group.
CARROLL-The elderly will
benefit most from the steps
being taken to bring health
care closer to each
persons. Often a family
places an older person in a
long-term facility because of
the lack of financial
resources to do otherwise.
This monetary support will
hopefully make it possible
for more families to care for
their own in their own
home.
And, we have made
every effort to assure that,
where the last resort of
long-term facility care is
needed, its quality is kept at
the best possible level.
This is one of the
reasons we have established
the position of Nursing
Home Ombudsman, with the
responsibility to receive and
investigate problems
involving residents or the
staff of any nursing facility
in the state.
Q-Governor, you have also
shown personld concern for
the mentally ill and mentally
retarded, yet.we are hearing
about programs severely hurt
by fund cuts. What about
these groups of Kentuckians':
CARROLL-First let me say
that the fund cuts in this area
are primarily federal -not
state. This is a prime example
of the federal government
providing funds to initiate
programs, then leaving state
and local governments
holding the bag--either to
continue the program or cut
It
Hard choices had to be
made. Naturally, we wanted
to continue services that
currently are producing
results for Kentuckians. But
we also saw a responsibility
to expand some programs
based on past performance
and current/future needs,




of treatment and services for
citizens with disabling





treatment of mental illness,
out-patient treatment of
mental illness, forensic
psychiatry, services at the
Child Evaluation Center at
the University of Louisville
and day care treatment and
partial hospitalization







mental illness is designed for
those persons discharged
from a psychiatric in-patient
setting. It is estimated that
2,500 additional patients can
be served at community
mental health centers in an
effort to reduce the





very nature of these disabling
illnesses, there will .always be
a need for institutional care
in some cases. Inflation has
hit these institutions just as it
has hit all Kentuckians with
regard to food, laundry,
supplies and utilities. I have
allocated more than a third
of a million dollars
($377,000) to allow for
these increased costs as well
as to provide for some ward
modernization.
I have also provided a
capital construction
allocation of more than $3.5
million in 1976-77 for
mental health facilities repair
and renovation.
0-Your budget also includes
5300.000 for expanded
services at the University of
Louisville Child Evaluation
Center. Just what does this
mean in service?
CARROLL-This is a highly
sophisticated diagnosis and
evaluation program that
costs from $200 to 51,500
per service. The whole
clinical procedure is very
thorough and this allocation
means that as many as 300
more children statewide can
receive such treatment.
0-What about the physically
handicapped child?
CARROLL--This is a prime
example of the need to bring
services to the people. One of
our biggest problems has
been the child who needs
corrective surgery or
treatment but has had to
wait months for it because of
the lack of facilities.
To reduce these waiting
lists, part of a S1.8 million
biennial allocation will go
toward establishing clinical
programs of orthopedics.




working taxpayer isn't just
carrying the freeloader.
So my objectives in this
area are to help those people
truly in need-in other words
make the assistance we
provide a stepping stone. If
we can meet basic
needs--money for food,
clothing and shelter--and at
the same time help these
Kentuckians find training,
employ ment and other aid
toward self-sufficiency, we..
can reach this goal. This ties
in with my major efforts in
the areas of economic
development for the state
and expansion of vocational
training. We can't cut welfare
rolls until we have enough
training and jobs for these
people.
Also, I have directed
that we not only continue
but intensify our past efforts
to correct errors in assistance
programs. We will search out
and prosecute to the full
extent of the law those who
falsely receive financial
assistance from the state.





all children needing them
Q-Are the expansions in
health care designed only for
the mentally retarded or
physically handicapped child'?
CARROLL--An old cliche is
"children are our most
valuable asset" and
protection of their health
against these crippling and
disabling disorders is a major
goal of mine. Legislation was
passed to expand programs
for the prevention and
detection of such diseases
among children
House Bill 80. for
example, provides for the
testingof pre-school children
for tuberculosis, the first
time we hive had a major





appropriated S23 mdlion for
the next biennium for the.
treatment and prevention of
physical disorders. %hat
does this large allocation
cover?
CARROLL-This relates to
my concept of funding
programs which have proven
to be of value and produce
results. Most of the dollars
allocated for prevention and
treatment of physical
disorders will go into such
proven programs as: family
planning, maternal and child
services, nutrition services,
accident prevention and the
prevention and treatmer.t of
veneral disease, cancer,
kidney disease. glaucnma,
heart disease and infectious
diseases.
Q.-Governor, let's move
away from health and get
into some other areas of
great public concern What
about welfare?
CARROLL-I want to +ee
every Kentuckian have a fair
chance at a decent In ing. hut
I want to take every ,teP
necessary to see that the
CARROLL-In the area of
health care for the needy,
many of whom are senior
citizens, I recommend that
the Medicaid program be
continued without cuts in
current payment levels. This
is being done despite
increasing caseloads and
despite the rise in the cost of
medical care. Many states
have cut budgets in this area.
Almost all the increases in
Kentucky general fund
dollars for Medicaid are
intended solely to keep up
with increased caseloads
except in the areas where





to Medicaid recipients and a




And the indusion of
out-patient clinic fees under
Medicaid coverage is
intended to keep people out
of hospitals whenever
possible and tips create a
savings to the Medicaid
program over the long haul.
0-But weren't there budget
increases for other welfare
programs?
CARROLL-For the Aid to
Families with Dependent
Children program. there was
no increase in the level of
payment. The additional S25
million in benefits next year
will accommodate the
expected increase in the
number of recipients.
The majority of this
increase is anticipated from




program was initiated in
Kentucky Julyl, 1975, after
the state's unemployment
rate had reached six per cent
for three consecutive
months.
I also increased by S5
million the payments to
aged, blind, or disabled
residents of personal and
family care homes, to
adequately cover the basic
needs of these Kentuckians.
Q-Another action you have
recently taken is in the area
of child support. Would you
explain this?
CARROLL--Human
Resources has established a
child support unit whose job
is to locate missing parents,
-lo establish paternity for
children born out of wedlock
and to enforce support
payments directed by the
courts. funded $230,000
for fiscal year '76 and
S239,750 for fiscal year '77
for this unit. Child support




officials not only within
Kentucky but in other states
as dl. It is my belief that
the support of children lies
with the parents and I am
committed to taking
whatever measures are




Q-Governor, you referred to
the training and employment
of people to get them off
welfare rolls, what steps have
you taken to help this
happen?
CARROLL-I fully funded
the Work Incentive program
which is a job placement and
training program for parents
receiving Aid to Families
with Dependent Children.
The recipients are required
to register for employment
when they begin receiving
the assistance payments. If
they are not ready for jobs,
they will be put into a
training program.
Q-We've talked about health
care for senior citizens, but
what about their other needs
stemming from problems
such as fixed incomes,
isolation from services, need
for activities, and help in
everyday chores required to
maintain their own homes?
CARROLL-Let's take your
questions one at a time. With
regard to income assistance.
Kentucky has elected to
provide supplement
payments to selected groups
of persons requiring spèlal
living arrangements or needs.
These are the Social Security
recipients in personal care
facilities, licensed private
homes and thaw requiring a
caretaker in the home to
prevent institutionalization.
My $5 million per year
increase in this program
raises payment for these
special care residents.
also supported the
legislation that provides an
additional $20 income tax
credit for all persons who
are 65 or older. I his will
eliminate the necessity of
filing income tax returns by a
large number of senior
citizens and will result in a
savings to them of
approximately $900,000
each year in state inc.,ome
taxes.
Q-1 guess we should next
talk about the isolation of •
the elderly when
transportation is not
available for them to get to
services or continue normal
activities.
CARROLL-I have initiated
a program to make funds
available to private,
non-profit organizations for
the purchase of transit
vehicles to help the elderly
and the handicapped remain
active.
The Hot Meals program
which is being expanded
under my budget not only
provides a daily nutritious
meal for the senior citizens
but brings them back into
the activities of the centers
where other services and
recreation are also provided.
My budget allocations
-to the Hot Meals program
will provide this service to
more than 6,000 aged
persons daily by the end of
1978.
Q-Activities for the elderly
is a general term used in
citing needs, just what are we
talking about here?
CARROLL-Just betause
you reach 65 doesn't mean
you no longer have a
contribution to make to
society. We must not push
the experience and
li nowledge of this generation
out of the mainstream; they
have too much to offer.
Many want to continue
in some way in the work
force and for these I have
encouraged volunteer
opportunities for the elderly
and have established a
program which opens many
active volunteer positions in
local communities where
older citizens have proven to
be valuable and productive.
Mans see retirement as
the time to get the education
they have wanted, yet had no
time to secure. To Ore them
this opportunits , I have
supported and received
legislative action for free
tuition for persons over 65
enrolling in any state college
Of university.
0-Lastly the ability to
maintain their own homes is
the wish of most of our
elderly, but the daily chores
in doing this often create a
burden that the elderly
cannot continue to carry.
You keep stressing the
importance of keeping them
in their own homes. How''
CARROLL-My legislation
in 'this area called for the
permanent establishment of
a Support Services program





foster care. I had initiated
this program last year in a
less extensive form and
found it to be "an answer to
a prayer" as sopie of the
people have told me. The
passed legislation will allow
it to go into full swing.
Q.-Governor, before we
conclude discussing progress
in Human Resources, !think
we must address a subject
that has had a great deal of
public awareness recently
and that is the services in the
area of juvenile justice.
CARROLL-My first step in
this area was to get outsiders
to take a look at what we
were doing and tell us where
we were headed in the right
direction and where we were
wrong. This survey of both
adult and juvenile
corrections has now been
completed and I have
directed the respective
cabinet heads to proceed to
implement the changes
necessary to correct the
inadequacies.
One of the things
receiving support in the
Master Plan was a
continuation of programs.
treatment and services to
reduce crime among youth.
Our system in this area has
been fragmented in the past.
Out goal is to continue
to develop community based
programs that will offer
alternatives to sending a
teenager off to an
institution. Every study
shows that although a bad
home-life situation may
contribute to problems with
youth, the best results in
correcting the problems still





Where this has become
impossible and the young
person has really earned the
title of delinquent, then our
institutions will intensify
their efforts to help with
counseling and
rehabilitation.
0-Governor, I think that
concludes the areas on which
I have specific questions--is
there anything you would
like to add?
CARROLL-Government at
every level is having
problems today and ours is
no different--it is my belief
that the direction we are
taking in emphasizing fewer
state programs and more
state support for local level
se rv ices-allowing every
citizen regardless of age to
have an opportunity' to
remain in their own
community, is pointing us in
the right direction.
SENIOR CITIZENS-AN IMPORIT RESOURCE




SO YOU'D LIKE TO BE A BIG LEAGUER? - One of the most unbelievable collisions ever in
baseball history involved catcher Hawk Taylor of the Mets and Al Ferro of the Dodgers. Taylor
was knocked out for a couple of minutes. This photograph has run in papers throughout the world
and was even the cover photo in one of the Sporting News publications
Office Has His Hitting
Streak Stopped At 29
By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
It's all over for Rowland
Office but it may be just
beginning for the Atlanta
Braves.
Office saw his hitting streak
ended at 29 games Thursday
night, but the Braves won for
the seventh time in eight
gatries anyway, edging
Montreal 2-1 behind Earl'
Williams' two-run double and
thepitching of Dick Ruthven.
Office, who walked,
grounded out twice and flied
out once, came up eight games
short of the National League
record streak of 37 games set
by Tommy Holmes of the
Boston Braves in 1945.
Despite Office's temporary
lapse, things are looking up
for the Braves. Atlanta
started the season with a new
owner, a new manager, a slew
of' new players, including
million-dollar free agent
pitcher Andy Messersmith,
and high hopes, then quickly
sank into the cellar. A 13-game
losing streak in mid-May had
Manager Dave Bristol talking
to himself.
But things have taken a turn
for the better. The Braves
have clawed their way up to
fourth place in the NI. West,
within six games of the .500
mark and 101,2 behind front-
running Cincinnati.
Ruthven, 9-6, checked the
Expos on five hits, including
Pete Mackanin's RBI single in
the first. The Braves got all
the runs they needed against
loser Don Stanhouse, 5-3, in
the second inning when Darrel
Chaney singled, Jim Wynn
was safe on an error and both
runners raced home on
Williams' gRuble to right field.
Phils 5, Reds 4
011ie Brown's tie-breaking
pinch-hit single in the seventh
inning drove home the win-
ning run as NL East-leading
Philadelphia beat NL West-
leading Cincinnati for the
sixth time in eight meetings
this year. Dick Allen hit a two-
run homer and Garry Maddox
had a solo shot for the Phils.
Johnny Bench clubbed a
three-run homer for the Reds.
Jim Kaat, 8-2, bested Gary
Nolan, 7-4.
,Dodgers 5, Astros 1
Ted Sizemore knocked in
three runs with a pair of
singles, both following in-
tentional walks to Bill
Buckner, as Los Angeles crept
to within 3L-2 games of Cin
-cinnati in the NI, West.
Tommy John evened his
Purcell And Buechler
May Collide Once More
Mel Purcell has reached the semifinals in the singles
play at the Southern Closed Tennis Tournament in Mobile,
Ala.
On Wednesday, Purcell won 6-1 and 6-2 over Carroll
Todd of Memphis then on Thursday, the Muray High star
won 6-0 and 6-3 over Bill Rogers of Atlanta. •
Purcell, seeded fourth in the tourney, plays sixth-seeded
Art Anastapoulo today in the semifinals. The number one
seed was upset Thursday by Mark Buechler of Louisville
and the number two and three seeds were also upset.
If things go as expected today, Saturday's final match
would have Purcell and Buechler clashing for the third
time this year. Buechler defeated Purcell in the finals of
the State Tournament and then two weeks later, Purcell
turned the tables on Buechler by winning in the finals of
the Joe Creason Qualifying Tournament for the Southern
Closed.
Buechler-Purcell are also teaming in the doubles. They
knocked off the third-seeded duo of Barry Brouner and
Scott Webb Chattanooga) Wednesday 6-4 and 6-3.
Then on Thursday, Purchell-Buechler, who were =-
seeded in the doubles and quite upset about it too, went
three sets to knock off the second-seeded Atlanta duo of
Bill Rogers and Kelly Thurman, 5-7,6-4 and 6-1.
Purcell might return home for a couple of days this
weekend before leaving to go to California
record at 4-4 with relief help
from Charlie Hough. Larry
Dirker, 6-7, was the loser.
Giants 8, Padres 5
Derrel Thomas collected
three hits, including a two-run
triple, and Ken Reitz also had
three hits as San Francisco
beat San Diego for the third
straight game. Charlie
Williams, making his first
start after 20 relief ap-
pearances, got the win. Willie
McCovey homered for the
Padres.
Cubs 2, Pirates 1
Jerry Morales hit his second
double of the game and scored
the tying run in the ninth on
George Mitterwald's double,
then won it in the 13th with his
eighth homer of the season.
Willie Stargell homered in the
second for Pittsburgh's lone
run. It was Stargell's 10th
homer of the season and No.
378 lifetime, moving him into
20th place on the all-time list.




LARGE VOLUME IOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
weeks after that."
But it was fun, though
Taylor felt he didn't get to
play enough. It was the first
year in Shea Stadium ond the
World's Fair was going on.
The Met fans were all crazy
and it was a bad day when the
attendance dipped below
30,000.
The Met fans cheered for
everything. When Met players
struck out, they even clapped.
Or when the Dodgers or
Giants came to town, the
crowd booed both teams to let
them know how they felt about
the clubs leaving Gotham and
going to the west coat.
Every Met player was a
hero. The Met players were
afforded many fringe benefits
such as front row seats to
soldout stage shows, in-
vitations to buy all kinds of
things direct from the im-
porters or wholesalers.
"We even got 25-pound
boxes of sirloin steak. All of
those things for a few free
tickets or autographed
baseballs I considered it
glamorous and exciting to be
in New York and I really
enjoyed my years with the
Mets," Taylor said.
Perhaps the biggest thrill
came in '64 when the Mets
finally finished out of the
cellar for the first time in their
history.
For most of the next two
seasons, Taylor spent part of
his time with the Mets and
part of his time in the Class
AAA Leagues. Finally, near
the end of July in 1967, Taylor
was traded to the Angels.
"I knew I would miss New
York. The Mets were a first-
class orgonization and we
went first class on plane trips
and stayed in first class
motels.
"And another great thing
about New York was that
during the All-Star break, the
Mets and Yankees got to bring
their families along to
Grossinger's Resort in the





TWO games in the Kentucky
League were the only games
completed in the Murray
Baseball Association last
night. Due to the muddied
conditions of the remaining
ballfields, the other baseball
games were rescheduled far
tonight.
In the first game, the Astros
had consistent hitting in every
inning to come out on top of
the Reds 22-2.
John Mark Billington struck
out eight batters to claim the
Roger Dunn hit a double and
a single for the winners while
Jimmy Kelly. Gabe Amos and
John Mark Potts each added
two hits.
For the Reds, Rusty Wright
took the pitching loss while
striking out seven batters.
Robin Wright had a single
for the losers.
In the second action, Mark
,Boggess struck out six batters
and had two hits to lead the
A's over the Pirates by a 9-2
margin.
Jimmy Parrish ripped three
hits and teammate Wade
Smith added two hits for the
A's.
Dennis Thurmond struck
out nine batters for the losers
















OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
Open Til 6 p. m. Monday thru Friday
Major League
Leaders
The Story of Hawk Taylor Seventh In A Series
Hawk: 'Casey Stengel Made
Mets As Bad As They Were'
.,The big break had come.
The glittering lights of New
York, Broadway, the Mets and
a chance to play for the
premier of all baseball
managers, Casey Stengel.
A big break? Yes, until
Hawk Taylor ran into Jim
Hickman one day. Hickman
was one of the original Mets
and had played both years of
the Mets' existence in the
National League.
When Hawk Taylor arrived
in the spring of 1964, Jim Hick-
man cornered him.
"Just watch it," Hickman
said.
"Casey will make a bad
ballplayer out of you," Hick-
man warned.
Could that be true? A great
manager like Stengel actually
making someone into a bad
player?
"At first, I didn't pay much
attention to what Jim said.
But later, I realized he was
right," Hawk Taylor said.
"I really believe Casey
Stengel made the Mets
amazing and he also made the
Mets as bad as they were
during those early years. In
all fairness to Casey, he was 70
years old and was probably
not the capable manager he
was during his Yankee days.
"Casey always blamed
whatever misplays that oc-
cured on the field on the
players and made it a big deal
with the press. The press
loved him because he always
had derragatory comments.
By The Associated Press
National League
BAITING (150 a , ba's)—
McBride, SL, .346; G.FasIer.
On, 340; Morgan, an, .335
W.Rabinson, Pgh, .331; cey
LA, .333.
RUNS—Rose, Cm, 58.
Schmidi, Phi, 55; Griffey, Cin,
54; Winfield, SD, 52; Morgan,
On, 49.
RUNS BATTED IN—
G FosTer, Cm, 62; Schmid,,
54; Kingman, NY, 52.
T.Perez, Cin, 51; Morgan, Cin,
48.
HITS—Rose, Cin, 90; Garvey,
LA, 90; Montanez, Al, 88;
Buckner, LA, 86; G.Fosler, Cin,
85.
DOUBLES—Madlock, Chi, 18;
Zisk, Pgh, 18; Garvey, LA, 18;
G.Maddox, Phi, 17; montanez,
Ail, 17,
TRIPLES—D.Cash, Phi, 7;
D.Parker, Pgh, 7; Tyson, SIL,
7; W.Davis. SD, 6; Geronimo,
On, 5.
HOME RUNS—Kingman, NY,
23; Schmid', Phi, 20; G.F(sTer,
On, 16; Morgan, Cin, 12; Mon-
day, Chi, 11; Cedeno, filn, 11;
Cey, LA, 11; Winfield, SD, 11.
STOLEN BASES—Cedeno,
Hirt, 26; Morgan, Cm, 22,
Brock, S,L, 19; Griffey, Cin, 18;
Lopes, LA, 16
American League
BATTING (1T a, balsl—
G.Bre,,, KC, .359; McRae, KC,
.347; LeFlore, De,, .347, Bos-
•ock, Min, .327; Rivers, NY,
321
RUNS—Olis, KC, 51; Har.
grave, Tex, 47; R.Whire, NY,
44; LeFlore, De!, 43; Rivers,
NY, 42; McRae, KC, 42; Nrx,h,
Cek, 42.
RUNS BATTED IN--eur
roughs, Tex, 51; Chambliss,
NY, 46; O'iS, KC, 45; mueson,
NY, 44. Mayberry, KC, 43
HITS—G.Bre,I, KC, 97; LeF.
cure, De', 85; McRae. KC, 84;
Carew, Min, 82. Munson , NY,
81
DOUBLES—McRae, KC. 17;
Car.y. Cle. 16, Hargrove, Tex,
la; D.Evans, Bsn, 15; Oils, KC,
15.
TRIPLES--G . KC, 7;
Gamer, Oak, 7, Blanks, Cle, 5;
LeFlore, De!, 5; Poquelle, KC,
5; Nar,h, Oak, 5.
HOME RUNS—L.May, Sal,
13, Ys,rzemski, Bin, 13; Rice,
Ban, 12, 0'is, KC, 12; Banda,
Oak, 11
STOLEN BASES—Palek, KC,
35; Carew, Min, 31; Norih,
Oak, 31; Baylor, oak, 30;
Campaneris, Oak, 24.
By Mike Brandon
-This is what sold the Mets
and made them popular and in
turn, it destroyed the team's
confidence. Casey was an
amazing man for his age.
He could drink and stay up
all night entertaining the
press and everyone else who
happened to be around and he
could still function the next
day. Stories have been told
about his sleeping on the
bench while games were going
on.
Was it the Mets' bad play or
his nightly activities that
caused him to sleep during the
games? '
If anything Case ac-
complished, it was a new word
for the writers: Stengeleeze.
What is Stengeleeze?
-Casey had a way of
talking, especially in front of a
crowd or a microphone for a
considerable length of time
and if you happened to be
listening to his remarks and
ask yourself what he said
when he was finished, you
wouldn't know," Taylor said.
-That's what Stengeleeze
was . . . he talked about
everything under the sun and
none of it made sense."
The first month of the
season, Taylor was hitting
well over .300 but playing only
against southpaws. In spring
training, he ithaci prover. 1,t
could hit righthanders.
"Perhaps the problem was
that the other catche; t Jesse
Gonder had played 'or Casey
a while with the Yankees. But
SPEAKS AT CAMP - Former University of Kentucky stan-
dout basketball player Stan Key spoke Thursday at the third
annual Racer Basketball Camp. Key, who graduated from
Calloway County High School had the honor of playing the lost
year Adolph Rupp coached the Wildcats.
even hitting .300 against some
of the lefthanders around at
that time was something. I
played all the time against
guys like Sandy Koufax, Curt
Simmons, Dick Ellsworth,
Bob Veale, Ray Sadecki, Mike
McCormick, Warren Spahn
and Hal Woodeshick."
To be completely honest
about it, there was never any
love lost between Stengel and
Hawk Taylor. One day in
Milwaukee, Stengel played the
Hawk in the outfield and put
Chris Canizzaro behind the
plate so he could have two
righthanded power hitters in
the lineup at the same game.
Taylor went two-for-three
that day and the Mets beat the
Braves and Warren Spahn 3-2.
It was 10 days before Taylor
played again.
"I remember one game I
caught and there was a wild
pitch. Casey stated in the
press that I loafed on
retrieving the. ball. But he
never said a word to me about




Lynn Sullivan of 1663
Cali,'-"ay Avenue, Murray, is
eligible to win a free trip to
Scotland and $1,000 as a result
of scoring a hole-in-one at the
Murray Country Club.
Sullivan's ace qualified
him for the 15th annual Rusty
Nail Hole-in-One Sweep-
stakes, a national competition
sponsored by the Drambuie
Company of Edinburgh,
Scotland.
The winner will be - an-
nounced early next year.
Oaks Club Holds
Ladies Day Golf
Ladies Day Golf was held
Wednesday at the Oaks
Country Club.
Medalist honors went to
Carolyn Caldwell, who
defeated Mary Alice Smith on
the first playoff hole.
Doll Redick won low putts,
Sharon Kelso had the most
sevens, Cheryl Farley won the
blind hole and Mary Alice
Smith was second low gross.
Reva Shelton served as the
hostess for the luncheon
served afterwards while Jean
Ann Outland was the co-
hostess.
The next major event at the
Oaks will be the Oaks Ladies
Invitational which will be
played July 14.
Finley To Go To Bat





Kuhn went to bat again and
took a swing at a pitch of
Oakland A's owner Charles
Finley. •
If Kuhn thought he had hit a
game-winning homer, he
quickly learned there are
more innings to be played
before this gamels over.
Kuhn announced Thursday
he was directing Finley that
Vida Blue, Rollie Fingers and
Joe Ruch be allowed to rejoin
the A's immediately.
Finley's next pitch was that
Kuhn could expect a $10
million lawsuit today.
The ruling and Finley's
reaction were the latest in a
wild chain of events which
began the night of June 15
when Finley sold the trio for a
total of $3.5 million. Blue was
sold to the New York Yankees
for $1.5 million, while Ruch
and Fingers were purchased
by Boston for a million dollars
each.
The sale of the players ski
off a storm of protest by
owners and managers, with
Minnesota Twins President
Calvin Griffith calling it "a
dark day for baseball."
Kuhn later held a hearing
into the sales and shocked
most people a week ago by
rejecting them and ordering
that the trio be kept on the
Oakland roster.
Finley then threatened legal
action and ordered A's
Manager Chuck Tanner to not
use the trio and not allow them
to be with the team during its
games.
Thursday Kuhn met with
Paul Corvino, a business
co—nsultant for Blue. Corvino
indicated a multi-million
dollar lawsuit was hanging
over the commissioner's head
concerning a three-year
contract for Blue's services
which was signed prior to his
sale. Corvino said that Blue
would be coming to New York
today 'to meet with lawyers
and analyze the situation."
Blue later claimed Corvino
was pitching without being
sent into the game by the left-
bander and said in Anaheim it
might be Corvino he takes into
court.
"Corvino had no authority to
finalize a contract for me. He
had no power of attorney,"
Blue said after rejoining the
A's for last night's game.
All three players were in the
Oakland dugout at Anaheim
Thursday, but were not used.
Ruth said he was depressed
over his inactivity, but didn't
expect to be used.
"I just want to play
somewhere. It's been a dismal
two weeks."
And despite the ruling, it
may be a while before the
players are used again.
They weren't used in
Thursday's 2-1 loss at
Anaheim and if they aren't
used soon Kuhn may take
additional action.
Although his ruling did not
specifically say Finley had to
play the trio. Kuhn indicated
in an interview he wanted
them to play.
"Lee MacPhail (the Al,
President and I both feel they
should be playing ... not only
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PORTS
Ali And Japaneese Monster
Scheduled To Fight Tonight
TOKYO AP) — After
standing impassively in front
of boxer Muhammad Ali's
threatening jabs, wrestler
Antonio Inoki shed his
splendid robe, with its gold
sun over Japan's symbolic Mt.
Fuji, and beckoned.
With that showy gesture
after their weigh-in Friday,
Inoki joined in the mood of
spectacle for their "World
Martial Arts Championship"
Saturday in which he is
supposed to wrestle, Ali is
supposed to box, and such
actual martial arts as karate
are mostly banned.
So far, Inoki had reacted to
All by sitting with arms folded
and putting on his most
inscrutable face, as he did
when Ali came in for the
weigh-in shouting "Inoki,
Inoki.
Except for muttering "ano
baka" — "that idiot" — he left
all the talking to the world
heavyweight boxing cham-
pion.
And Ali brought howls of
delight from Japanese
newsmen when he went off
shouting "mata ashita" —
"I'll see you tomorrow." All
didn't really follow through on
his -sayonara," however. He
circled back to block Inoki's
exit, and that's when Inoki
beckoned and Ali's handlers
finally dragged Ali away as
the boxer screamed, "Let me
at him."
Inoki, whose main
credentials are that he is
president of New Japan Pro
Wrestling Co., weighed in at
2211/2 pounds. All was 218t4.
The other formalities of the
weigh-in ceremony were
declarations by both fighters'
doctors that they were in top
condition. Dr. Sanzo Sato said
Inoki's recent left shoulder
injury had been cured.
Aside from that, it was all
posturing, starting with the
late arrival of both fighters.
Ali's camp had let it be
known the boxer wouldn't
appear until Inoki's camp
returned signed copies of a
winner-take-all agreement.
Ali's handlers said that When
A GOOD VIEW - Lisa Hopkins had a good view of all the
events tolling place in the swim meet Thursday between
Paducah and Murray. Dangling from her wrist are some of the
ribbons she and her sister. Leslie, won.
PREPARING FOR THE SPLASH Emily Gore of the Murray
Swim Team flies through the air and into the water in the girls
16 and under freestyle event.
Murray Swim Team Opens In
- Fine Fashion, Romps Paducah
All signed it Wednesday night,
he thought it was a publicity
stunt and he couldn't turn
down a challenge.
But, they said, only Ali's
manager had the authority to
make such a deal, that All
deserves his $6 million
guarantee because he Is the
drawing card and Inoki has
little to lose, and Ali's Black
Muslim religion bans such a
gamble as a winner-take-all
deal. Inoki was expected to
make up to $4 million,
depending on fight revenue.
Inoki's camp denounced Ali
as a dishonorable man, but
said Inoki was willing to let All
back down to make sure the
fight went on. After the weigh-
in, a spokesman for All said
the papers had been returned.
Inoki arrived 23 minutes
late for the weigh-in. and Ali
entered five minutes later.
,Clirnbingmpff the scales, he
assumed a grappling post with
Inoki, but the wrestler threw
his arms off with a sudden,
violent move.
Both sides have insisted the
match is serious. Angelo
Dundee, Ali's trainer,
declared, "After he knocks out
this guy, you'll see it's mit a
hoax."
All went out in pouring rain
at 2 a.m. Friday for his last
roadwork before the
scheduled 15-round fight at
11:30 a.m. Saturday 110:30
p.m., EDT, Friday), Dundee
said.
A spokesman for Inoki said
the wrestler "wanted to be left
entirely alone. This is the day
before the biggest fight of his




Located opproyimately 15 miles south of Murray oft Hwy 121
overlooking beautdiel Kentucky lake
Special
friday Saturday I. Sunday Jane 25 261 27 ONLY
Broasted Chicken Dinner
Regular Orders Only
trouclei Clerrien Breasted Pesetas, Raw, Rolls. Hooey and Rio
IP,
OPEN FRIDAY, SATURDAY







County swim team opened its
season on a highly successful
note Thursday at the new
swimming pool in Murray by
defeating Paducah 926-856.




Swim team had been open to
only members of the two ldcal
country clubs but this year,
everyone has the opportunity
to participate.
There was a total of 84
different events held in the
meet with categories for eight
and under, 10 and under, 12
and under, 14 and under and 16
and under for both boys and
girls.
The next meet for the
Murray, swim team will be
Thursday at Noble Park
against Paducah.
Here, are the first place
winners for Murray in the
meet Thursday:
eight and under medley relay girls -
Vonnie Hayes, Charts Walston, Mel
Jackson and Leslie Franklin
10 and under medley relay boys -
Clans Franklin, Hob Marquardt, Kris
Starks, and Nick). Santagado.
12 medley relay girls-- Kim Marquar-
dt. Kathy Walston,Tern Lufrnan. and
Lethe Hopkins_
14 medley relay girls - Leslie Hunter,
Martha Pitrnan, Robyn Ray and Julie
Billington
16 under medley girls - Robyn Hay,
Julie Billington, Leslie Hunter and Lisa
Hopkins
16 under medley boys - John Hart,
Donnie Henry, Jerry Kelly and Mike
Hibbard
open medly relay girls - June
NicoLvon, Lisa Hopkins, Leslie Hunter,
and Emily Gore
open medley relay boys -- John Hart,
Mark Peebles, Alan Boyd and Gene
Parker
14 and under freestyle girls - Robyn
Ray
/6 and under freestyle girls - Lisa
Hopkins
16 and under freestyle boys - John
TRACK AND FIELD
EUGENE, Ore. — Larry
Hart of the New York Athletic
Club qualified for the United
States Olympic track and field
team with a hammer throw of
222 feet 7 inches.
GENERAL
CLEVELAND - DeHart
Hubbard, the first black
American to win an Olympic
gold medal, died at the age of
72
self
WIN RELAY Murray won the medley relay in the girls
eight and under category. Here, Vonnie Hayes does her 25
meter leg in the relay, performing the backstroke.
NEARING THE FINISH -Mel Jackson of Murray approaches
the finish in the 2.5-reseter backstroke. Jackson placed word
in the ovent for girls eight and under
Hari
04s1 reel lvKir b June NIL holson
open frergy le girls • &nil) Gore
opei, freestyle boys -Gene Parker
eight and under backstroke girls
Leslie Frankfin
10 and under backstroke girls 1.er
Stacey
12 under backstroke girls Leslie
Hopkins
16 under backstroke girls Robyn
Ra
16 under backstroke boys John
Hart
open backstroke girls June
Nicholson.
16 under individual medley boys -
John Hart
open individual medley girls - June
Nieb019011
10 under girls individual medley -
Shen Wlidev
12 under breast-stroke girls - Kathy
Walston.
14 under breast-stroke girls - Martha
FiUnan
16 under breast-stroke pas Mary
Ann Littleton
open breast-stroke boys Mark
Peebles
eight under butterfly girls - Leah.
Franklin
10 under butterfly guts
Rushing
10 under butterfly boys - Ricky San-
ANOTHER SANTAGADO The Murray swimming pool was full of Santagados Thursday, Here
Nicky takes a second-place in the the 25 meterbackstroke. Brothers Charlie and Robert also did
well in the meet as Murray defeated Paducah 926-856
All Start ells's, by taili•
tagadu
16 under butterfly guts %lacy
Smock
16 under butterflyboys Jerry Kelly
16 under butterfly girls Robyn Ray
12 under tree relay girls - Leslie
Hopkins, Hazel Hood, Kathy WalSiCal
and Kim Marquardt
14 under tree relay boys Robert San-
Lagadu, Andy Dww, Kent Eversineyer
and Alan Boyd
16 under free relay girls Julie
Billhicton, Las Hopkins, Robyn Ray
Mei Lambe Matter,
14 ander free relay boys John Hart.
Donnie Henry, Alan Boyd and Jerry
Kelly
open free relay girls - June
Nicholson, Emily Gore, Mary Smock
and Mary Ann llttleton
open free relay boys - Mark Peebles,
Gene Parker Alan Bond and John Hart
Enters Meet
MANCHESTER, Conn.
AP) — An Irish Olympian
has entered a college-
sponsored track and field
event, its sponsor says
A spokesman for the
Bicentennial Relays at
Manchester Community
College says Danny McDade
of County Donegal, Ireland,
will compete Saturday in the
12-mile road race. Also in-
cluded in the field of more
than 400 is Amby Burfoot of
Middletown, who won the
Boston Marathon in 1968.
McDade, who will compete
in the summer Olympics at
Montreal next month, is
currently living and training
in Boston.
The meet, Saturday and
Sunday, includes competition
for high school, college, open
and masters class men and
women.
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FRIDAY, JULY 9. 1975
7 30 P M Beauty Contest - Lovett Auditorium,
MONDAY, JULY 12, 1976
5 00 P M 4-H Rabbit Show
7 00 P M - Official Opening
7 30 P M - 4 Wheel Drive Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1976
10 00 A M - Jersey Cattle Show
7 30 P M • Motorcycle Rodeo
WEDNESDAY, JULY 14, 19T6
10 00 A M - Holstein - Friesian Cattle Show
5 00 P M - Open Rabbit Show
7 30 P M - Bluegrass Music
THURSDAY, JULY 15, 1976
1 00-P M. Kiddies Day
6-00P .M - 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7.30 P.M - Nationwide Demolition Derby
FRIDAY, JULY IS, 1976
10 00 A M - Beef Cattle Shows
5 00 P M Family Night
730 P 6.4 -Facts 0' Life Music Show
SATURDAY, JULY 17. 1976
10 00 A AA - Horse & Mule Pulling
Weigh in 6 a m - 9 a in I
10 00 A M - Farm Bureau Day
P M - Tractor Pull
Gigantic
$3,000.00_ • -Oleic
Give- a - way
Drawing each rieght toe Me 00
Only one tichot sell be drawn each
night If no winner amount will be
added to newt night s drawings
ow`
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PAGE 9 THE ARangers Sweep Royals
To Trail By Just Two
14 HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
; AP Sports Writer
The Texas Rangers usually
get their man but they let the
Knnsas City Royals hightail it
opt of town just when they
were ready to be gunned
down.
Apparently working under
the assumption that first place
in the American League West
ain't big enough for both of us,
podnuh, the Rangers notched
a 5-2 triumph Thursday night
that lifted them within two
games of the first-place
Royals, who had a fairly
comfortable five-game bulge
just three days earlier.
"I wish we had them in town
for a couple more games
because when a team gets
going bad it very often gets
worse," Manager Frank Luk-
chesi said after the Rangers
swept the two-game series,
stretching Kansas City's
losing streak to six games.
"Kansas City is hurting. Their
team has done a complete
turnaround. They beat the hell
out of us for to years but now
our guys feel they can be
had
In other AL action, the New
York Yankees nipped the
Cleveland Indians 6-5, the
Detroit Tigers trimmed the
Boston Red Sox 6-3, the
California Angels edged the
Oakland A's 2-1 and the
Minnesota Twins downed the
Chicago White Sox 4-2.
Baltimore and Milwaukee had
the night off.
The Rangers took ad-
vantage of Kansas City
baserunning and fielding
lapses. Steve Hargan was the
winner with sterling relief
help from 39-year-old Joe
Hoerner. The Royals had
three runners picked off base
and the Rangers scored twice
because of wild Kansas City
throws on rundowns.
Yankees 6, Indians 5
Doyle Alexander hurled
seven perfect innings but the
Yankees blew a five-run lead
and needed Mickey Rivers'
infield hit with two out and the
bases loaded in the bottom of
the ninth inning to nip the
Indians. It was Rivers' fourth
hit.
The Indians broke up
Alexander's no-hit bid and
chased him with four runs on
four hits in the eighth inning,
including Alan Ashby's two-
run homer.
Tigers 6, Red Sox 3
Rusty Staub and Jason
Thompson keyed Detroit's 12-
hit attack and Mark Fidrych
posted his seventh victory.
Staub collected three hits,
including a double, scored two
runs and drove in one.
Thompson had a key double
and a two-run homer. Fidrych
fired a seven-hitter - in-
cluding fourth-inning homers
by Fred Lynn and Carl
Yastrzemski.
Angels 2, A's 1
Bobby Bonds belted a two-
run homer, Sid Monge pitched
eight strong innings and two
Oakland runners were caught
stealing in the ninth inning as
the Angels beat the A's for the
first time in 10 meetings.
Bonds slammed his ninth
homer of the season after
Dave Collins' single in the first
inning and Monge made it
stand up with ninth-inning
relief from Dick Drago and
two perfect throws by catcher
Andy Etchebarren.
Twins 4, White Sox 2
Bill Singer weathered a one-
hour rain delay and Steve
Braun hit a home run for
Minnesota. Singer lost his bid
for a shutout in the seventh
when he allowed three of
Chicago's eight hits and both
runs. Chicago starter Rich
Gossage was tagged for three
runs after action resumed. A
wild pitch and throwing error
by Gossage let in Minnesota's
first two runs and a single by
Mike Cubbage drove in
another.
Willie Davenport To Run In
Olympics For Fourth Time
By MELINDA S. EDEN
Associated Press Writer
EUGENE, Ore. AP -
Teen-agers Brenda Morehead
and Chandra Cheeseborough
will race for the United States
in both women's sprints, and
33-year-old Willie Davenport
will run the high hurdles at the
Olympics for the fourth time.
Miss Morehead and Miss
Cheeseborough, who finished
2.2 in the 100-meter dash,
repeated their performance in
the 200 Thursday at the U.S.
Olympic track and field trials
at Hayward Field.
Miss Morehead, a student at
Tennessee State, was clocked
ii 22.49 seconds. An aiding
wind however, doused her
chances of breaking Miss
Cheeseborough's American
record of 22.77,
Miss Cheeseborough, , 17,
heading for her senior year at
Ribault High School in
Jacksonville, Fla.. sped 200
meters in 22.64, followed by
Deborah Armstrong, a 21-
year-old Grambling student,
io 22.74.
Miss Morehead, a chunky
19-year-old, missed the
American record of 11.07
seconds in the 100 by one-
hundredth of a second on
Monday.
Frank Shorter, 28, Florida
Track Club, is the only other
American, with three days left
in the trials, who will compete
in two events at Montreal -
the I0,000-meter rim and the
Marathon.
. Davenport. who vowed to
return after tearing a knee
ligament at the 1975 AAU
Championships in Eugene,
had said he would quit running
if he failed to make the
Olympic team here.
"I set a goal for it, and I
made it," he said. "-in very
happy."

















Club star streaked across the
finish line of the 110-meter
high hurdles in 13.52 seconds
behind Charles Foster, whose
time was 13.44 seconds, wind-
aided.
A crowd of 11,600 cheered
wildly for Davenport, who won
the Olympic gold medal in
1968. He was fourth, in 1972
behind Rod Milburn's world
record 13.24 seconds and
failed to make the finals in
1964.
Foster, 22, North Carolina
Central, burst out of the blocks
and led all the way. Davenport
overtook James Owens, a 20-
year-old UCLA sprinter, on
the last two hurdles. Owens
finished in 13.57.
One of the casualties in the
tough hurdles field was Tom
Hill of the U.S. Army, three-
time AAU champion, in-
cluding this year. He finished
last in 13.92 seconds,
smacking the last two hurdles.
Paula Girven, an 18-year-
old graduate of Garfield High
School in Woodbridge,'‘Va.,
won the women's high jump
with a leap of 6 feet 1x4 inches,
as U.S. record holder Joni
Huntley dropped out to nurse a
tender hamstring muscle.
Miss Girven, who will attend
the University of Maryland,
had leaped only 6-1 previously.
She made three unsuccessful
tries at 6-3, a scant quarter-
inch above Miss Huntley's
American mark.
"It was kind of scary," said
Miss Huntley, 21, of her sere
leg. "I didn't really want to
quit at all. On the one jump I
missed (first try at 6-01/2), I
could feel it tightening."
She cleared that height on
her second attempt for the No.
2 spot on the Olympic high
jump team. Third was 18-
year-old Pam Spencer, 18, of
Seattle's Falcon Track Club,
who leaped 5-11'.4 to qualify.
In the only other final
Thursday, Lawrence Hart of
the New York Athletic Club
threw the hammer 222 feet 7
inches and so far is the only
American going to the
Olympics in that event.
Bill Diehl of Army is the
only American to meet the
Olympic qualifying standard
of 226-5, but he needed to win
here in order to go to Mon-
treal.
The rule is that if only one
American has met the stan-
dard, and no one meets the
mark in the trials, only the
winner here will go.
In other events, Debra
Sapenter of Prairie View and
Sheila Ingram of Pioneer
Athletic Club won their heats
in the women's 400-meter
dash; Randy Smith of Shocker
Striders, winner at the 1975
and 1976 AAU championships,
failed to qualify for the
steeplechase final, and Fred
Newhouse of Baton Rouge TC
won a men's 400-meter
semifinal while Herman "
Frazier of Philadelphia
Pioneer Club and Evis Jen-
nings of Mississippi State tied
for first in the other semifinal.
The decathlon started
today. Finals were scheduled
in the men's long jump,








Phila 46 19 708
•s 36 28 .563
New York 34 37 479
Chicago 30 37 .448
S. Louis 30 37 448
Mon,real 23 39 .371
West
ancinneri 42 27 609
Los Ang 39 31 .557
San Diego 36 32 .529
A: lam a 31 37 .456











San Fran 28 44 389 151/2
Thursday's Results
San Francisco 8, Si Diego 5
Chicago 2, Pi.•sburgh 1, /3 in-
nollgs
A,iaroa 1, Monreal 1
Philadelphia 5, Cincinna,i 4
Los Angeles 5, Houston 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Game
New York (Ma,lack 8-2) a,
Chicago (Burris 3-9)
S• Louis (Cur,is 5-6) at Phila-
delphia (Chrivenson 7-3), (n)
Pi-sbumh (Kison 3-4) at
Mon Teal (wanhen 11), (n)
Cinc inns (Hinion 0-0) a
)-ous,on (Rondon 2.1), (n)
A.lan.a (More) 2.2) a, San
Diego (Freisleten 6-1), (n)
San Francisco (Mcri•etusco 7-
71 a. Los Angeles (Hocoon 5-7),In)
Saturday's Games
New York a. Chicago
S. Louis a Philadelphia, (n)
Piosburgh a, Morvreal, (n)
Cincinnal a, 1-1(xis.on, (n)
San Francisco a, Los Ange
les, (n)
Alan•a a • San Diego, (n)
Sunday's Game
S. Louie a . Phildelphia
Pi-sburgh a Mon,real
New York a, Chicago
Cincinna,i a. Hous,on
San Francisco a, Los Angeles




New York 39 24 .619
Cleveland 32 31 _508
Bal,imore 31 32 .500
Bos.on 30 33 .476
De,roi• 30 34 .469
Milwkee 25 35 .417
West
Kan Ci,y 39 26 .600
Texas 36 27 .571 2
Oakland 33 35 .485 r/2
Chicago 31 33 .484 71/2
Min neso. a 3135 .470 8' 2
California 29 42 .408 13
Thursday's Results
Minneso.a 4, Chicago 2
Deroi, 6, Boson 3
New York 6, Cleveland 5
Texas 5, Kansas Ci•y 2
California 2, Oakland 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago (Barrios I 2 and For..
s.er 1 4) at Texas (Peerson 1.3
and Perry 7 5), 2, ('wi)
Cleveland (Brown 6-2) a• Bal.
.irnore (Cuellar 47), (n)
Demi. (Ruffle 5-3) a' Bos.o
(Jenkins 5-7), (n)
Milwaukee (Travers 84) a.
New York (Ellis 7-4), (n)
California (Ross 5-8) a• Kan-
sas Ci•y (Spli-orff 66), (n)
Minneso a (Gotz 74) a. Oak
land Torret 68). (n)
Saturday's Gaines
Cleveland a' Bal.imore
Milwaukee a• New York
Deroi• a. Boson
Minneso.a a. Oakland
Caltfornia a• Kansas Clty..(n:
ChicAgo a • Texas, In)
Sunday's Games
Milwaukee a, New York, 2

















The tourney will begin at 9
a.m. Saturday at the Murray
High Tennis Courts. An entry
fee of one dollar per couple
will be charged and losers will
furni.sti balls. There will be a
consolation bracket for the
men.
Action in men's doubles will
open the play Saturday at 9









The following men's doubles






Also at 40:15 a.m., play in
the women's doubles will
begin. Pairings are Simmons-
Smock, vs. Overbey-Jackson
_rand Crass-Crass vs. Hunt-
Outland.
Mixed doubles. play will
begin at 1 p.m. Saturday with
Hunt-Outland playing. West-
Partner and Over bey-Overbey
meeting Town-Partner.
At 2:30 p.m., the following









At 4 p.m. Saturday, one
match will be played._ That




Deborah Wilson led all
qualifiers in the women's 10-
meter platform diving trials
with a score of 381.12.
Women Threaten To Boycott




(AP, - Under the threat of a
women's boycott of Wim-
bledon next year, the All-
England Club is expected
today to answer demands
from Chris Evert and other
top women tennis stars for
equal pay with the men.
"Percentage-wise, we want
equality. And unless we get it
next year, we won't come,"
said Miss Evert, the 21-year-
old honey blonde from Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., and No. I
seed for the women's title.,
This year the men's
champion will get 621,875
while the women's champion
will get 617,500. There is also
less for the other women prize
winners.
Miss Evert, president of the
Women's Tennis Association,
said the WTA was asking its
members to sign a form
agreeing to boycott Wim-
bledon in 1976 unless their
demands are met.
She declined further
comment on the dispute
Thursday after leading the
"women's seeds through to the
fourth round by cruising past
Lesley Hunt of Australia 6-1,6-
0.
"I shall be meeting the All-
England Club and presenting
our case Friday morning,"
she said.
Asked if she ever played or
practiced with men, she said:
"I used to practice with
Jimmy Connors, but that's all.
I feel they play so much better
than I do, it's unfair to ask
them."
Connors, the No. 2 men's
singles seed here from
Belleville, Ill., and Miss Evert
were once engaged but have
since drifted apart.
Unconfirmed reports about
the women's demands said
they also wanted an equal
number of entries with the
men, who have 128 com-
petitors this year compared to
96 women.
The All-England Club,
which stages the 99-year-old
tournament, already has an
agreement to increase the
women's share of the prizes
over a period of a few years
until parity - at least for the
winner - is reached. But Miss
Evert and the WTA ap-
parently are dissatisfied with
that concession.




Australia, president of the
Association of Tennis
Professionals, said: "Equal
money comes down to equal
performance and when I have
the full facts I think you will
find the girls are overpaid."
Defending men's title holder
Arthur Ashe of Miami
declined immediate comment.
"I'll have to talk to Chrissie
first," he said.
Meanwhile, Miss Evert, No.
2 seed Mrs. Cawley and No. 3
seed Virginia Wade of Britain
won third-round victories
Thursday on sun-baked courts
and in temperatures reaching
104 degrees.
Mrs. Cawley beat Corinne
Molesworth of Britain 6-1, 6-1
and Miss Wade defeated
Peggy Michel of Pacific
Palisades,' Calif., 6-3, 6-3.
Fourth-seeded Martina
Navratilova, the former Czech
now living in Beverly Hills.,
Calif., beat Lea Antonoplis of
Glendora, Calif., 6-1,6-1.
Ashe made it through to the
fourth round by beating Mark
Edmondson of Australia 7-5, 6-
2, 8-6. Other men's seeds
winning through were third-
seeded Ilie Nastase of
Romania, who beat Kim
Warwick of Australia 8-6, 7-5,
6-4, and fourth-seeded Bjorn
Borg of Sweden, who knocked
out Colin Dibley of Australia 6-
4, 64, 6-4.
Connors had a day off after
reaching the fourth round in
Wednesday's play.
ropERSI CO“... "REPS, AND "NOVIRTMN CIR.' ARC REGISTERED TRADEMARKS 07 P•ps.Co, !Die.
NOW!
MOUNTAIN DEW
IN NEW 32 01.
MONEY-BACK
BOTTLES
Here's a brand-new way to enjoy even
more of the delicious taste of lemony Mountain
Dew. It's the new 32-oz. money-back bottle, the most
convenient way you can buy Mountain Dew.
Each big, easy-to-handle bottle pours
more than six refreshing, lemony servings of
Mountain Dew. They're resealable for convenience
and returnable for conservation.
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Morn Anxious About
Teens' Crash Diet
By Abigail Van Buren
s„ 1976 try CnKago N T News s,no
DEAR ABBY: I have two daughters, 16 and 19. who eat
like stevedores, then force themselves to up-chuck so they
can eat again without gaining any weight. They also take
lot of laxatives for the same reason.
About a year ago they were both overweight and went on
a diet I thought was sensible at the time. But after they got
skinny, they started with the throwing-up business and
laxatives to stay thin.
I have tried to tell them they are ruining their stomachs.
but they won't listen to me. They are both underweight nov.
and think they look wonderful. They look sick to me.
I am beginning to think there is something more wrong
with these girls than just the determination to be thin
Would a psychiatrist help?
WORRIED MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Yes, a psychiatrist would help. The
condition from which your daughters are suffering is
well-known to the medical profession. I urge you to get the
girls into therapy as soon as possible.
DEAR ABBY: I was glad to see that letter in your
column from the husband who was completely "turned off"
sex since watching the birth of his child.
It just bears out what I've always maintained: when
one's husband witnesses such an event, it's the end of the
romance!
No one could ever persuade me to allow my husband in
the delivery room. I agree with the writer; it's a sickening
and revolting affair, but unfortunately that's the way all
babies come into the world, so we just have to put up with
it
Just the same, I think it's ridiculous to try to make a
"beautiful and fulfilling experience" out of something that
is clearly ugly.
I say, for goodness' sake, keep the husband OUT and
away from the scene of birth if you want to keep romance IN
your marriage.
I love my children, but I loathe the birth process.
MOTHER OF TWO (TORONTO)
DEAR MOTHER: I've never regarded the birth pr
ocess
as "sickening and revolting," but ugliness—like 
beauty
lies in -The eye of the beholder. So to each his
 own.
DEAR ABBY: You were much too soft on sm
okers wher,
you said: "Don't give the back of your hand
 to those who
have to recognize the hazard of their habit or are 
unable (or
unwilling) to give it up'
Abby, the air pollution generated by smokers has toe
long been tolerated by nonsmokers, whether out of timid
ity.
ignorance or lifelong training. There is now ampl
e evidence
that tobacco smoke is just as injurious to the health
 of
exposed nonsmokers as it is to that of smoke
rs.
Furthermore, it stinks, clings to clothing, hai
r and
upholstery, and fogs windows.
You can bet your syndication that I don't permit 
peopl(
to smoke in my home or car!
W.H. VAN DEN BERG
DEAR VAN: I am hearing from an increasing numbe
r of
readers who say they have finally gathered the g
uts to tell
their guests that if they must smoke, please g
o outside.
And I just may join their ranks.
DEAR ABBY: While emptying my husband's 
pockets
before sending his clothes to the dry cleaners, I c
ame across
a book of matches on which was written (in his 
own hand).
"Is there any way I can see you tonight?"
Do you think he was unfaithful to me?
HIS WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Not necessarily. Just hoping to be
.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • 
personal
reply, write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 
90069
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
World News Briefs
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
Besieged Palestinian
guerrillas struck back at
Christian assault forces as the
battle for two strategic
Palestinian refugee camps on
the southeast side of Beirut
went into its fourth day today.
Hospital and security officials
estimated more than 150
persons were killed Wed-
nesday night and Thursday.
LONDON (API- Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger
says his talks with South
African Prime Minister John
Vorster convinced him "the
process is in motion" for
eventual peaceful transition to
black rule in southern Africa.
The problem, he told a news
conference Thursday in
Munich, is whether sufficient
guarantees can be arranged
for the white minorities to
make the change to majority
rule bearable.
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
— The presidium of the
Vietnamese National
Assembly proposed today that
reunified Vietnam be named
the Socialist Republic of
Vietnam with Hanoi as its
capital, Radio Hanoi reported.
The 36-member presidium
also proposed that the new
country adopt the North
Vietnamese flag, anthem and
sal with the name changed on
the latter. All the proposals
are considered certain of
adoption by the 492-member
assembly, which began its
inaugural session in Hanoi
Thursday.
National News Briefs
WEST POINT, N.Y. (AP) —
At least 300, maybe 400,
members of the Class of 1977
cheated on a graded home
study problem at the U.S.
Military Academy, a
prosecution witness has told a
board of officers. The higher
figure, which is half or more of
next year's graduating class,
is twice the number of cadets
now accused in what may be
the biggest scandal at West
Point in the institution's 174-
year history.
PASADENA, Calif. (AP)
Far from solving Martian
mysteries, fresh photos from
Viking 1 are instead
challenging scientists to ex-
plain a landscape that grows
more puzzling day by day. On
one count, however, pictures
received at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory early Thursday
were reassuring: they seemed
to show there will be enough
hazard-free terrain for a safe
Viking landing July 4.




Large, heavy duty, 21 -
quart blue enamel canner
comes with rack and holds











COOKER CANNER . . . . 46.88
Home canning is safe and easy using
this pressure canning method. Se-
lective pressure control.
ALUMINUM MEASURING CUP  37¢
MEASURING SPOON SET   44
C
FRUIT JAR FUNNEL  53C
4-PIECE MEASURETTE SET  . . 84C
JAR LIFTER  1.77
3-QUART COLANDER 197
14 QUART DISH PAN 297
FOOD PRESS . . . . 5  47
COLD PACK CANNER   7.77
Essential utengils get the job done. 21-qt. cold 
pack canner has strong
steel wire rack with convenient folding handles. 
Rotary food press for
fruits and vegetables, 5-qt. colander and 4-qt. dish pan
 for rinsing foods,
4 piece measuring cup set, meaouring spoon Fet al
uminum cup, fruit jar














For wide and standard






Choose 25 1 pt. size, 20 1 qt.
size, 12 1/2 gal. size, 8 roast














Mashes, strains, rices, purees




REGULAR PINT SIZE JARS .... . 2.37
Glass jars in all sizes for your canned veg-
etables and fruits. Re-use each year.
FREEZER
CONTAINERS
Locks .in freshness. Your choice of 2-1/2 gal. sizi




SCOTCH FREEZER TAPE . . 77t
Polyethylene coated freezer wrap in 18" X 50' 
roll
and freezer tape 3/4" X 1100" for cold 
storage.




FOR SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Reconsider a proposition
which you did not think so at-
tractive at first. Could it hold
more interest in the light of
recent developments?
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 211
A beneficent Venus especially
encourages artistic aspirations,
romance, domestic affairs and
new friendships. An all-around
good day!
GEMINI
May 22 to June 211
Fine stellar influences
stimulate your special gifts.
Look beyond the immediate for
true perspective. Intuition
should be keen now.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Stress self-control and self-
reliance. Don't count too much
on the cooperation of others at
present
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23? .1244• -A
Strongly auspicious aspects
should lend fresh vigor and zest
to day's activities. Capitalize on
your inventiveness.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23? /IPLII
Some dubious schemes may
be suggested. Turn a deaf ear.
Also, avoid eccentric behavior,
extremes in word or deed
LIBRA
/1. rf Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 —
Splendid prospects in sight.
Even if results are not im-
mediately forthconung, good
efforts will make a favorable
impression, hasten reward.
SCORPIO
Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
Leave nothing to chance.
Stress your innate meticulous-
ness for detail and accuracy. In
discussions, try to persuade
gently, not with force.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Indicated now: Fine op-
portunities for advancing your
status, new means toward the
attainment of worthwhile ob-
jectives. Stress discretion and
caution, however
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20?
A day in which to avoid
making hasty decisions and
bnpossible demands. In other
respects, you should have
smooth sailing.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some complex situations
indicated, but don't be anxious.
Your innate competence and
proficiency in handling the
unexpected should see you
through.
PISCES






Get out and mix with people
now. A chance remark heard at
a social gathering could give
you a splendid idea.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
self-reliant, kind and gentle
individual, but may be a bit too
sensitive at times. You are an
idealist at heart and actually
suffer when others do not live up
to your lofty principles and
standards. Try to be more
philosophical about this, and
learn to accept others for what
they are. You have great
respect for tradition, a love of
old ties and often dwell in old
memories, which not only
makes you too introspective,
but inclines you to undervalue
current situations. Try to be
more outgoing in your ap-
proaches to live and your
fellowman. Fields in which you
could excell science especially
medicine), painting, writing,
the law, statesmanship and the
stage. Birthdate of Wm. I Lord
Kelvin, Thomson, Brit.
scientist; Peter Lorre, actor;
Pearl S. Buck, famed writer
and expert on Old China.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 29,1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hoe Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 292 Est 1300 Barrows &
Gals 25 lower Sows steady
1.1S 1-2 200-210 lbs.  951.25-5] 75
1JS 200-240 115e.  851 00-51 25
11S 2-4 240-260 lbs. $50 25-51 00
US 3-4 260-280 the. $49 29-5025
Sows
US 12279-350 Ibis. $41 30-4230
US 1-3 300.450 lbs. 141 00.42 00
US 1-1 450-n5016e 141 50-42 00
US 2-3 300.500 lbs. $40.00-41 00
Boars 32 00-15 00
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 358.8,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.9, 'up 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 358 8,
no change.
Below dam 308.6, up 2.4
Sunset 8:20 Sunrise 5 :38.
SOLID
















































































Supreme Court Ruling Could Help Stop 'Sex Strips,' Prosecutor Says
WASHINGTON AP1 — A
new Supreme Court decision
allowing cities to use zoning
laws to restrict topless bars,
adult bookstores, movie
theaters and dance halls could
help stop the growth of "sex
,'trips," a prosecutor predicts.
The prosecutor, Maureen
Reilly of Detroit, said
"clusters of this sort of
business draw prostitutes and
dope like magnets."
She was the successful
lawyer in the Supreme Court's
5 to 4 ruling Thursday that
cities may use their zoning
power to place greater
restrictions on establistunents
that feature sexually explicit
fare than on those which don't.
One justice referred to the
ordinance as an example of
"innovative land use
regulation."
The ruling upheld a Detroit
ordinance which added por-
nography parlors to a list of
businesses such as pool halls
and pawn shops whose
location was restricted under
z, measure designed to
discourage development of
"skid row" areas.
No business on the list is
allowed to locate within 1,000
feet of any other business of
one of the types listed or
within 500 feet of a residential
neighborhood. The ordinance
wag challenged by two
operators of so-called "adult"
theaters.
The majority opinion was
written by Justice John Paul
Stevens and agreed to by Chief
Justice Warren E. Burger and
Justices Byron R. White and
William H. Rehnquist.
Justice Lewis Powell voted
to uphold the Detroit law,
saying there was no indication
that it had supressed
production of adult movies or
significantly restricted access
to them.
He seemed to be concerned
that the majority opinion
could be used to attack media
protected by the First
Amendment when they
publish material that was not
obscene under strict Supreme
Court tests.
Dissenting Justices Potter
Stewart, William J. Brennan
Jr., Thurgood Marshall and
Harry A. Blackmun said the
majority decision "rides
roughshod over cardinal
principles of First Amend-
ment law."
In other decisions, the
court:
—Struck down federal wage
and hour standards for state
and local government
workers. The court ruled 5 to 4
that the extension of the
federal pay standards was
beyond "the power of
Congress to override state
sovereignty" with the aim of
regulating interstate
commerce.
—Ruled 7 to 2 that police
need not have a warrant to
enter a private home to arrest





doorway in public view.
—Ruled 7 to 2 that the duty
of a prosecutor to disclose
information to a defendant
does not cover every bit of
evidence the defense attorney
might find useful but rather
covers evidence that would
raise a reasonable doubt about
guilt.
—Voted 8 to 0 in ruling that
federal housing authorities do
not have to make an en-
vironmental impact study of
resort and housing develop-
ments which the government
is checking for compliance
with a federal disclosure)aw.
Special Homecoming Planned, Model, Tenn.
This special occasion will be
sponsored by the Stewart
County Baptist Association
and for more information
persons may contact Marvin
Jr., phone 1-901-232-
homecoming and
on the ground" for all
residents and friends
of the Land Between The
Lakes will be held Sunday,
July 4, from one to 4:30
in a at Model,Tenn.
p. m. Allen,
7378.
STARTS MONDAY THROUGH SAT., JULY 3rc
CELEBRATING AMERICA'S 200th BIRTHDAY WITH A,WEEK OF BICENTENNIAL SAVINGS!
ELASTIC






REG. 19a TO 1.69S 
BRAIDED
Be there when the Door Opens for best
selection .. All advertised prices good
only as long as present quantities last'
• 46" wide, Full bolts
• 10%oz Navy Blue Denim
• Pre-Wash "Lavers— Dent,-
• Full bolts, 56" wide, Machine Washable
• 100% Polyester Sublastatic Prints
• All brand new Spring & Summer Patterns
• The greatest Printed Knit buy we have offered!
• Hurry, Don't miss this sensational buy!
COMPARE THESE ELSEWHERE AT S2.99 yd.
WALT DISNEY CHARACTER
• 45" wide, Full uolts
• 100% Nylon Chiffon




• Full bolts, wide
• 100% Cotton Quilts
• 100% Polyester Filler
• Ideal for Childrens Rooms
• Come early for best selection
FIRS,
NAM
• 45" wide, Full bolts
• Polyester & Cotton
• wanted Sportswear Colors
DOOR BUSTER' $2.99 TO $4.99 YD. VALUES
POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS





















Worship Service 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 30 p m
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 30 p. m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship 10 45 a. m
Evening Worship 7 017p.m.
West Fork
Morning Worship 11:00a. m.
Sunday Evening 600 p m.
Wednesday Evening 7:00 p. m.
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 11:00a. m.
Evening Worship 715p.m.
Northside
Morning Worship 1100 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship 1100 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Poplar Springs
Viorning Worship 11:00 a. fn...
Evening Worship 6.30p. m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10.45a. m.
Evening Worship 700 p m.
Blood River
Morning Worship 1100 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
Kirksity Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship 1050 a. m.
Evening Worship 6.00 p.m
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship 11 00 a m.
Evening Worship 7 00 p m.
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship 11 00 a m.
Evening Worship 6 45 p m.
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship 11 CO a. m.
Evening Worship 7 00p. m
Elm Grove
Morning Worship 11:00
Evening Worship 7 00p. m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship ii ooe.m.
Evening Worship 7 15 p m.
Sugar Creek
Morning Worship 11 .00a. m.
Evening Worship 7:15p.m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship 11130 a. m.
Evening Worship 530 p. m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9.30a. m.
Worship 11.00 cm.
Lone Oak Primitive
1st Sunday 2 00 p. m.
4th Sunday 10T 30a. rn.
Old Salem Baptist
Sunday School 10 00a. m.
Worship Service 111008.m.
Vesper Service 5:00p. m.
Coldwater
Morning Services 1100 a. m.
Evening Services 6 00p m.
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11 .00 a. m
Evening Worship 6 30p. m:
Locust Grove
Morning Worship 11.00a. rn.
Evening Worship 7.00p. m.
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10.00 a. m.
AAorning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10 a. m.
Preaching 11a m & 6 p. m.
Wed 7 p. m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Morning Worship lla m
Evening Worship 7c m
St. John Baptist Church
Morning Worship 10 45
Sunday School 9 30





Sunday SCh001 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a. m.
N Y ^ S Worship 5:15 p.m.
Eve ling Worship 600p. m.
Weunesclay Worship 700p. m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00p. m.
Pentecostal
Alm° Heights
Morning Worship 11 .00a m
Evening Worship 7 :30 p m
United, New Concord
Sunday School 10 00 a m.
Worship Sere iCOS 110 m , 7 p m
Calvary Temple
Sunday School 10:00 a m
Worship Services 11 am , 730 p.m.
First Assembiy of God
Sunday School 10:00
Morning Worship 11:00
Sunday Evening 7.00 p. m., Thurs.
ni*e 7 00 p. m.
United, 310 I rvan Ave.
Sunday School 1000 a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p.
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10 45 a m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 P.M.
Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10 00 a m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass a m., 11 a m , 30p.4. 
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 P. m•
Christian Science services
Farmer Ave. and 17111 St., Murray,
Ky., Suncla,iii 11 00 a. m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday p. m.
Jehovah's Witness*,
Watchtower 10:30 a. m.
Bible Lecture 9:30a. m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M. g.
Worship Services 11 a m., 7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 9:15
Worship NOvr 10:30 a. m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School 9:15a. m.
Morning Worship 10:30a. m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School 10:001. m.




Now that the children are out of school for the summer,
take advantage of this time to teach them the things they
need to know. Teach them about God and about the impor-
tant values necessary in growing up. Parents are the most
important source of knowledge about religion. Children
can learn more from you than from any single institution.
Take the time to participate in your church's Vacation
Bible school. There are many ways you cab contribute-
teaching, helping with music or art, or even serving refresh-
ments.
Take the time to attend church service as a family this
summer. Children learn as much from what vou do as from
what-you say. If religion is an important part of your life,
it will become important to them as well. Take the time





Morning Worship 1100 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
University
Morning Worship 10:30•.M.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:03 p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship 10:50 cm.
Evening Worship 6:00 P.M-
Union Grove
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00pm
Seventh 11 Poplar
Worship Service 10:40 am.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
Pleasant Valley
Morning Wprship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Second Street
Morning Worship 10:43 a.m.
Evening Worship COO p.m.
Friendship
Sunday School 10:00 a.m-.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ
Bible Study 10:00
A M. Worship 10:50
P M Worship 6:00
Mid-Week 7:00
Coldwater
Morning Worship 1050 a.m
Evening Worship 6 00 p.m.
Kirksity Church of Christ
Sunday School 10.00a m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a m





Morning Worship 11 : 0011,
 m.
Evening Worship 6:00 p. 
m.
L.Presbyterianrcy  c.nt.an
Sunday School 10 03 a m., Worship
Service 9 00 a m every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Gro9ve45 a.rm
Sunday School
Worship Service 11 00 a.m.
OakSunday schoc  Grove
10: 00 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
MMorning Wchnitpi"."48"11:00 a m
:Evening Worship 700 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School 9.30 a.m.







Worship Service 11 a m 1st Sun
day. 10 00 a m 3rd Sunday Sunday
School 10 00 a m , 2nd &
Martin's Chapel United_
Worship Service 9 30 a m
Sunday School 10 30 •. m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 11 00 a m
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Independence united
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Morning WOrShip 11 00 cm
Kirksey United
Sunday School 10 00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11 .00 •.m.
Evening Worship 703 p.m.
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 a m 1st
2nd Sunday 10 00 a m 3rd & 4Th
Sunday School 10 00 a m 1s1 8. 2nd
Sunday, 11 00 am 3rd 8. 4th Sun. 
Jay
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship 10 00 a.m.
Sunday School 11.00•.m.
First Methodist
Worship 8 15 11. 10 50 a.m.
Russets Chapel United
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
MIX/ling Worship 11 00 •.m.
Goshen Methodist
Worship Service Ii 00 a
Bible S'udy 6 30 p
Lynn Grove
Worship Service 9 45a
ITS
Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service 10 00 • m
Dexter -Hardin United
Worship Service 10 00 a.m.
1St & 2nd Sundays. 11 00 a m
1st & 3rd 8. 4Th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10 00 a m 1st
Sunday-11'00 an, 3rd Sunday.
Sunday School 11 00 a.m. lit
Sunday-10 00 a m 2nd. 3rd, & 4111
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 1000 •.m 1st, 3rd 8.




1st & 3rd Sunday
Evening
Brooks Chapel United
110971 : Si asps. mr nmr
2nd & Ith Sunday
No evening Worship
Bethel United
lit a. 3rd Sunday - -MOO am.
2nd lath Sunday 9:30 a.m.
600p.m.
EvilningSouth Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.




Morning Worship 945 a.m.
Sunday School 1045 a.m.
following supporting firms: Creative Printers, Inc.koQQuality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-2285
Privets Oresektest, loodwests, Oloosee
Sowers &d Lee iet l lsolo II it. I:30
south 17th St 753-4886
....,
1.' i en*a. .., mp '
s
hie Store For Mitrd
Own 10-6 Illeelidelys 10-9 ti
44j)
Closed Sonarry
Bei air Shoppang Center '53 05S0
MICHELSON'S Claude Vaughn
plumbing-H. ; & Air Conditioning
-COTT. .11 Residential
Repair: a Installation









NAY" - affief4744 ..(/// C.
\e/
Ball•Air Center • PAurray, Ky.
wet... plowed3'
r 
• Noe Ares activiten




(ompate automatic Treasaussma Ser..
Free Ind Miran**,
Complete Tone Up & lapse SenKe
701S 'it. 753 19.
Ktntmcky rritd
its Finger Lickin Good
Try Ow Defichew keel fad 14aa
s,,,,....,• .0 ,. 71i
Chat*
Sandwich.
Cali in Ch41.1 753 ''C'
Stok•s Tractor I Implem•nt Co.
mAssay.Fam4,,sON S•4121 AND SEM vice
inwesOrsall Road PN...• 15) 1)15
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
Murray Datsun, Inc.
Open I yowler t$7:00












tebtoTT Inqw.1 todoesors 1014W,v8
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT





On Hwy. U.S68 i Aware
Plane 171 7201









Your Uni-Royol Tire Dealer
1103 Peri. i: -; Clock I of S 1701 
Piton* 'S i Os
Palace Cafe
F , s1. 00,-,, 753 7091
Murray Memorial Gardens, Inc.
tarry i Mane Tillman Oilmen
Mausolevin•Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
I.4. Ear* ,tt 1.N.
Bel Air
Shopping C•n•er







S Latertain i 011
Murray
Phone 753 6777 .... i. ..
The Christian Book Center
Woyne & Cathy Perrin - Owners
Bibles Records Mosic-Books -
Church Supplies Gift,
sacs..'..' S. 
. , 3 (NT
Murray Livestock Co.
Sole Every Saturday at 1 P. M. - Ph 753 5334
Oleos bingirt dolly
Horse Sole Each 3rd Friday Nigh'
WM F Dodson Owner •
Randy Thornton
Service CO.
kor Co/.461ron.n, .*•.- , CONI1414trti•I leIrspirdtmv
SERVI(i -', ' 3G14 KNOWLEDGE
307 o.s.',.. 1.64.6• 'II 1 S
Tubers Body Shop, Inc.
"(;11 Ti', Church Sundav-
_.-
Kenlake Marina
J VW WILMAIN we ce le
 m047311 110A T ItENT At S 4
0 y shift St•T• Pdr11 -




"110WONO AT ITS BEST"
1415 Malts Street Ptah
* / $3 7107
kii,„ AI Murray Upholstery Shop
i/i , Moderne your furniture v.rth newu
upholstery




West Ky. Rural Telephone
P. L. F10111, Crwnwel TTIonecte.
Ames, Collewey. Isloreleed, Cwrividi Cdowstoes
Shirl•y's Florist IL
Garden Center
Mout* Plants land. awn,
D_____ Flowers 
far au Ocr•s,ons
SOO N 4th 713 2111 153 8944
Sereeig
is Ay sod dewy Ce..1•1111
753-4351 or 247-4350
v"..- 601 South 4th , , ,




Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.G.„„...„,v,s.o.
...oh,' cash Prices for Corn. Wheat I. SOYMIT•ni
iii,Iiii.... Ilk',, Mgr. E. W. Outland Supt
Phone 753-8220
Word-Elkins
RI A vi( I 3 . r,IDAllif MAYTAG
401 Medi* 11.08. '13 ' 7 ' 3
Winchester Printing Services
Inc.
mmen fa Rae Pratingi• Besawith t Chew.
1




Tin,i, Complete t,., Service Ceat•r




at 4 753 1717
Murroy Ky
West Kent, s , Rural Electric





110.iroor4 Ire. 'Si 1410-31
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup IL Delivery
Owe 6 30 e No (1.31. 1140 VIM.
c....., 094* 8 00. on Clew 10:80 p. de
%et 17Th Plwas 753.9131
Grecian Steak House
Tons Andrews Your Most
Oi • , •• ,urtvonq sp•rsels Deily Mon HO., Thort
1., W Of, T Bono Sto.l. Spetiel
No ' 716 hit 64' (7•11., Orders to 751 4.475
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Membei FDIC
wa..53So I 7th 1 Ste, (Moist.. SiSI
.31 171: 7S3 UM 151 711
Lassitc' Auto Sales
No. 11, 1 10, '-' 
2221,.
f21 JuanIta's Flowsors, Inc.
.
"WHEN YOU MEEDFLOWIEPS
..3 ' THINK OF OURS"a,
7.: •at • •
. 11 arrg 911 Coldwater Rd 7
53 1180
Sam Cothoun Plumbing Electric
Sales and Servke
Phone 7S3-5002 205 No 4th St
I
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
,... 6, 7 ,...•• 7••1...... 4••Ai
103 Maple 753 1933
Kentucky Lake Oil Company
SIM 6 
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Murray IWO yf 'cid
731 1313 247 1401
-
 (Mate. Dy.
Freed (0",am Co. Inc.
N..,.,,„ ....• -.mop Pew hil•tai
Pkams ,t1 411 71
CONTROL
i 
KELLEY'S TERMITE IL PEST
(v•ry Dar to, Noel, in', Nee, hid.•
Thertr VI•y
:rip c.... , c• 'ii 1614
( ......el Pineenhe (
(•., 
. Tosrs 151 7175
64...ray .11.4•11Cemphet• oy p.r1,.••• 54.••
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The British Rock group,
Nazareth, is quickly becoming
a super group in this country
as it already is in Britain.
They have recently released a
new album, "Close enough
For Rock 'N' Roll" in con-
nection with their present U.S.
concert tour.
The album is much different
from their previous album
"Hair of the Dog" in that their
sound is not as heavy as in
other albums. The vocals are
plain and concise. The vocals
of Dan McCafferty are ex-
cellent and the guitars are
heavy on the hard rocker cuts.
We Have The Top Hits
Stop By TV Service Center and pick up
We have the LP More Than Ever' by Blood, Sweat
and Tears
TV Service Center Discount Stereo Center
Central Shopping Center 309 N. 16th St.
753-5865 753-7949
KAINTUCK TERRITORY










JUNE 27•SHOWS 1 & 5
JERRY LEE LEWIS
sr. JIM, 4
MK IN GILLEY CONWAY TVOTTY









RAIN • CONCERTS HELD INDOCiRS
PI I'S' • • ALL KAINTUCKS MANY ATTRACTIONS
k (told S4 2c under c (roe Peior.e Seat. $I 6c extra
for information write
KAINTUCK TERRITORY Benton, Ky. 42025
5 Mika SW Kentucky Dam, Hyvv. 641 (502)527-9948
The most intriguing cut is
"Telegram" which traces the
monotony of routine life for
rock groups as they travel -
that is the fans, customs,
airports, the press and the
boredom.
Excellent heavy guitar work
can be found in "Homesick
Again," "Lift the Lid" and
-Vancouver Shakedown."
"Loretta" could make a great
hit single. It is on this cut that
Nazareth is at their best
especially on guitar.
Bellamy Brothers
For the past onth or two
their has beeh a cut,' "Let
Your Love Flow" that -has
really maintained a high place
on the singles charts
throughout the country. The
album, "Bellamy Brothers
Featuring Let Your Love
Flow" is pretty good except
that it has not done too well on
the charts. The reason is
unknown, because the album,
tome, is excellent.
The Bellamy Brother's
sound is a cross between
Southern folk rock and
country rock. Most of the cuts
on the album are fast moving.
In recent weeks they have
come up with a new single
from the album, "Hell Cat."
It's basically of the same
genre as "Let Your Love
Flow."
There are cuts on the album
such as "Let Fantasy Live"
and "Inside My Guitar" that
reminds us of the old Simon
and Garfunkel Days. After all,
country rock does come from
both the country and folk
mainstreams of music.
"Satin Sheets" and "Rainy,
Windy, and Sunshine Roadeo
Ftoadl- are two other country
sounding cuts that come on
strong along with the
harmonica. We hope that the
Bellamy Brothers develop into
a super duo because their
sound is enjoyable.
CZECH SHOES
PRAGUE (AP) - More than
122 million pairs of shoes are
produced annually in Czech-
oslovakia, a nation of 15 mil-
lion.
Czechs buy 4.5 pairs of shoes '
per person annually to rank
second in the world The United

















Roosevelt Sykes, and others








Noon-States of the Union:
"Hawaii"
1:00-Folk Music & Bernstein
2:00-International Concert
Hall: selections by Sibelius
Haydn, and Nielsen.
4:30-Our Heritage, Our Hopes
5:00-Interlude of Easy Sounds
5:30-Voices in the Wind














6:30-The Goon Show: "The
Albert Memorial"
7:30-From the Record Library
TUES. JUNE 29










For daily listings (M-F), see
Mon. June 27
9:30-Ndr I Town Meeting
10 : 30'-Masterworks Showcase




7:30-From 'he Record Library
9:00-Calloway Co. H.S. "Laker
Hour"
THURS. JULY 1




7:30-Interlude of Easy Sounds
9:00-Murray H.S. "Tiger
Hour"
The Caves of Nonsuch, lo-
cated in Port Antonio, Jamaica,
contain fossilized sea sponges,
clam shells and volcanic ash as
well as a frozen waterfall
A score of cows were charged
25 cents to use America's first
hard-surface toll road, a Penn-
sylvania thoroughfare, Com-
mercial Car Journal magazine
reports in its Bicentennial edi-
tion.
American.s are expected to
spend 165.5 billion in 1976 in
servicing and repairing their
automobiles, according to Mo-
tor-Age magazine.
r
TV GUIDE SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 1976
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 WSM-4 WTVF-56 30 *mu/ Semester
WPSD-6 KFVS-12
600 -Semite Semester
7:00 Nang Kong Phooey 625 -419. U.5 A RI- Pebbles 645 Weather
6.306 30. Childrens Gospel Rock7:25 - Schoolhouse 306:55 -Farm Digest 7 - Ilygs Bunny - 4700 - Imeraeoct Plus
-News
7,00 _Pebbles700 - Hong Kong 7:30- Tom & Jerry 7:00-Inters. Plus 4 8 30-- Scooby Doe 7:30- losie
7:310- Bugs Bunny7:30- Tom I. Jerry, 1,75 -Schoolhouse Rock 7:30-Josue 9:00-Shemin 8,00-Waldo Kitty
11:30-Scooby Doe8,30 - Frightenstein 8:30 -Gilligan COO - Waldo Kitty 10:00 -Space Nuts 8:30-Pink Panther
9,00- The Shemin900 - Sinter friends 9:00 --Superfriends II:30 - Pink Panther 10:30- Ghost Busters 9:00-Land of Lost
1010- Space Nuts10,00 -Speed Buggy
1
9:55 -Schoolhouse Rock 9,00 - Lend Lost 11:00-Dinosaurs 9:30--Butt Joe Run
Busters10-30 Soul Train 10:00 - Speed Buggy 9:30 Run Joe Run 1130 -Fat Albert 10:00- Return to Apes
1010-Ghost
1130 - leiodstuadl 10:30- Odd Couple 1000 - Return to Apes 12:00 - Childrens Film 10:30 - Westwind
1140-- 01NO•Ours
11.30 , fat Abe'
11130 -till Dente
11:00 - Lost Sourer -
'1:30-Am1 Bon dstond
10:30 - Westwood ,




1:041 - Good News1:00 -Sports 12:30- US form Report 11-30 -Go U 5* 1:30-Film 12:00 -RFD-TV
1:30-Flat2:30- Woad Tomas 1-00-Champions 1200. -Hot Fudge 2:00-News Conference 12:30- Fencepost 1,45-Mat.'..COO-World of Sports 2:00- Sports Legends 1,15 - Ileseball 2:30 - Wrestling 1:00- Baseball
5:30-News 2:30-T1A 3:30-Perry EAMON
3,10 -Seer"
600 - Armstrong 4:00-World of Sports 4,00- Tennis 5:00 -Pleas Nevi
8,30-Report 530-News 5:30-Rush. Music
5:30-Eyewitness News




7:00-Good limmeeis 6:00 -Lawrence Welk 6:00 -News
The Jeffersons
-
8-00 -Father 0 Father
9:00-Superstar
10:00- Alum 12







800-   Mary t . Moore






140 Mary Moo, ,
11,00- Wrestling
12:00 - rfl ChM
200-T.N.T.
10:00- News
10:30 - Sammy l Co
10:00- News











10,30 - Gossett k e
11:30 - If 001411 10:30-Set. Wiglit Lill*
11:30 -1689111,41e Boor12:30 a. va. -News 12:00-Dr5pe
12,00- With This Ring100 Suspense Theatre
12:15-News Highlsght.
wo
TV GUIDE SUNDAY, JUNE 27, 1976
WNGE-2 WM-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6 ' KFVS-12
6.30 Bible Baptist 7.00.. music City so,kii 6:S0. Ferns Digest 6:110 -Satirise Semester 6.30- Montage 6:00 -Christopher Clot • ,,
6,30 News7,00 Nouse of Worship 7:30 - Daly of Discovery 7:00- Veg Soup 7:00 - Tom Church 7.00 Vegetable Soup -
7 30 Jimmy Swagger,: 840 -James Robison 710 - Falwell 7:30-Heaven's Jubilee 1..30 Gospel Jubilee 7:00-Hyman Dirnensio,
8,00 Amazing Grace 8,30 - Oral Roberts 8:30-Discovery 8:00 -Carl Tipton $30- Poducek Devotion 7:30- Herold of Truth
1:30 Three Stooges 9:110-Gesiel Hr. 9,00- Herald Truth 8:30 -Janes Robison 9:15- Hamilton Brothers 1:00 - U S of Archie
9,30 Res Numbard
10-30 Moist
18: 30 - Cape, Ill Nowt
10:00 - Dime Days
10:30-Make A Nish






IOW- Tony 8. 1,11011
9-30 Creme) Moue
10:00 Changed lines
10:30 -- Nerald of Truth
8:30 - Harlem Gioketrot •- •
9:00 - Church
10:00 - Centers Three
Cassferesece 11:30-0m1 Young 11:00- Ebony Spectrum





11:30 - Meet Press
12:00 - Grandstand
9Ards
11-00 Fete The Nation
1 1:30- las igitt 9g
i 2,00 N - Lotto larreat
18,30-Meet the Press
12 0-Sum. POW,
I 12:15 - File 6
11:00-This The Life
11:30-Lump/feet
12:00 - Leek Up end 
lry•12:30
2,818- Mee* 1:- lhe Story00 1:00-Victor 1
2:30- Tennis gl
r 12:30 p.wi. -Sports Mimed 1:00 -Victor ade. -nes




530- News 1: 30-11F1 Gom m 1 4011-11y. Afieid 2-00-. Prod. Baptist
5:30 - Wild It Modem
6:00 -Jan. Goo deli
7:00 - Sis Millioe Oohed
-World
coo_ Oh ni po r T • Nlif
stke_linottonto NSW
6 :00 - Disney









6:00 - Weft Otsnei
3:00 - Film














1:00 --Sonny end CO..8,00 work Task
8000 News
to Is 700 (10,
12:30 With Tliis etati 9," -sr."6
10:00 - News
10:30- WV, Reports






11:30 Soul of Hsi. City
10:00-ces12,00 New life How. 11,00-Perry Mason Nevi'




000 0 0 0 000  co
0 0 00 00 0 4
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Billy "Crash" Craddock To Appear At Kaintuck Territory
Billy "Crash" Craddock,
one of the fastest-rising stars
on the country music scene,
will be appearing at Kaintuck
Territory, near Benton,
Kentucky, on Sunday, June 27,
in their new 5,000 seat am-
phitheatre. Show times are at
1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Craddock has had
distinct phases to his
two
per-
forming career. A native of
Greensboro, North Carolina,
and a stock-car enthusiast in
his youth, he made his first
records in the 1950's, in the
genre then known as
"rockabilly." Success as a
rock'n'roller eluded him,
though, and Craddock vir-
tually abandoned music for
some lean years during which
BILLY "CRASH" CRADDOCK
he worked in a cigarette
factory, painted houses and
hung sheetrock. In 1971 his
manager offered to share the
cost of a Greyhound bus ticket
to Nashville so that Billy
might record "one last
record"—in the country vein.
The result was "Knock
Three Times," which quickly
achieved the top position on
the nation's country music
charts—the first of over a
dozen subsequent hits for
Craddock, including another
trio of Number One smashes:
"Sweet Magnolia," "Rub It
In" and "Ruby Baby."
Billy's records often realize
the substantial cross-over
potential, but Craddock is
quick to explain where his
musical roots are planted.
"I'm a country boy and
everybody knows it. I've been
singing country music all my
life...A lot of rock'n'roll came
from country music, and a lot
of people who were growing up
in the days of Elvis have come
back to it. These are the
people I identify with."
Whether you call it country
and western, pop, or country
rock, Billy's for-
mula—combining good songs
from all over the spectrum
with a strong, infectious beat
and his own dynamic per-
forming stance—obviously
appeals to a growing number
of fans who couldn't care less
about labels. "Crash"
Craddock has achieved his
long-anticipated success in
impressive fashion, and this
time around he has no dearth
of opportunity to experience
what is for him the most
satisfying aspect of music.
EMBROIDERIES
BOSTON (AP) - The exhibit
"Floral Embroideries of the
Near East" will be shown at
the Museum of Fine Arts
through June 13.
The 13 embroideries have
never before been exhibited
They include prayer mats, cos-
tome, costume accessories, and
a variety of embroidered cov-
ers which were worked in the
18th through the 19th centuries.
Jamaica's national bird,
which can be found nowhere
else in the world, is the stream-
ertail humming bird.
DAYTIME ni SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6
,
KFVS-12
0:00-Good Morn Am 1,00- Good Morning 5.45 Weather 5:15 - Coantry Joirersel 6:25 -Arthur Smtth 6,00-Sunrise Semester
1,00- Bolo 9:00-100 Club 5:$0 - Devotim 5:30-Carl Tipton 6:54- Pastor Speaks 6:30-Breakfast Show
140 - Popeye 10:30 - Nappy Days 5:55 - Job Mkt 6:00-News 1:00-- Today 740-Mews
1:30 - Green Acres 18:00-Make A Deol 6:00-Morn Show 7:00-- Syne Site 9:00-Seaford S. Sim 1,00-Captain Kangaroo
9:00- Yr. Own Time 11:30- All My Children 7:00-Today 8:00 - Captain Kangaroo 930 -Romper Koons 9 00- Price Is Right
9:30- lit's Make Deal 12:00- Ryens Hope 9:00 -,,Dinak 9:00- Price Is Right 9:55 -Calendar 10:00- Gambit
10:00 - Neighbors 12:30- Rhyme IL Reason 10:00-Wheel Fortune 10:00- Gansbit 10:00 -Wheel of Fortune 10:30 - love of Life
10:30 - Floppy Days 1:00 - 510.000 Pyramid 10:30- Mal' wd . Squares 10,30 -Lose 01 Live 10:30 Hollywood Squares 10:55- Nevis
11:00-flaws Center 2 1:30- The Neighbors 11110 -- Marble Machine 11:00-Young Restless 11,00 - tam factory 11:00- Young and RestVes,
11:30- All My Child 2:00-General Hospital 11:30 - Won 11 30 -South yosno, _ 11:30- The Gong Shaw 11:30- Smirch TORK1f(0.
12:00 -Ryan's Nope 230- One Life To Live 12:30-- Deys of Lives 12:00-. Singing Cony 11:55-- NBC Nevis 12:00 - Farm 116ture
12:30 -Rhyrneleason 3:00 - Edge of Nieht 1:30-Doctors 12,20 - Weather 12:00-News 12:05 - News
1,00 -510,000 Pyramid 3:30 -lassie 2-00- Another World 12.25 Noon News 12:30- Days of lives 12:30 - Al World T...,
1 -30--Mary Hartman 4:00 -IM-Tle) Theatre 3:00 - Somerset 1230 -- Work/ Turns 1:30- The Doctors 1:30-Guiding Light
2:00- Goal Nosp (F) Mimic 3:30- Flintstones I :30- Guiding light 2:00 - Another World 2:00-All In Family
2:30-1 Life Live
3-00-Id,. of Ifight
4 30 - (F) Workshop 4:00 - Beaver
4:30 -Lucy
2:00 - All In Family
2:30- Match Gem*
3 00 - Somerset




5 On Ilf) Seel Train
5:00--Ia. Affair 3:00- Gilligan s Island 4:0-Brady lunch 3:30- Mickey Meese
l-00-Big Valley 5:30 - NBC News 3:30 - Movie 4:30- Ironside 4:00 -Ileverly Hillbillies
5 00-ABC News 1, 30 News 5:25 -Weather 5:30 - NIX News 4:30-Andy GriHith
5 30 News Center 2 5:30-News 6:00 - News 5:00-Tell the Truth
6 00 - Concerttrtoon 6 00 News 5:30-Neves
6:00 -CBS News
•
TV GUIDE MONDAY, JUNE 28, 1976
WNGE-2
6:30 -Family Classics
1:00 -Teak. Dodd Cricket
7130 -11asehell
10-00 - Adam 12
10:30-Movie
12-30 - Pit Club
2:30 - T.N.T.
I WSIL-3


























6:30 - Pop Country
7:00 - Eck Little so*
1:00 - lee Forrester








1:00- All In Tancirit
8:30 - Maude
9:00- Medical Center
10:00- Channel 17 Report.
10:30- Movie
12:30 - News




• 10 Laverne 4 56orley










7:00 - Nappy Days
/' 30 Laverne 8. Shirley
1100 --S.W.A.T.
9:00 - Tie Rookies
1040 - Weather & News
10.30 - Tuesday Mystery
WSM-4
7;00 1776'




1230 - Tomorrow Shoes
WTVF-5
6:30 - Tell The Truth
7:00-Whet Do You Wort
7:30- Goo Tin, esd  
1 AV •S•:00- A N
1:30 - One Day
9: 00-5witch
:10 --C00-News 
omp aign ' 7610: 30
11:00 News Repot
WPSD-6
6,30 Make A Deal
7:00- '1776





















6:30 - lobity Vinton
5:30-Cactus Pete
7:00 - House on Prairie
6:30 - Tel The Thoth
700Jason Five 6:30 - Neshville Music 6.30 Price Is Lot, •7,00-- Bionic Wonsan
11,00 -- Beretta
9-00 Perth, t Hutch
10:00 - Adam 12
cts _ mom & woo. .
6:30 - New
7:00- on Woman .
COO- Beretta
1:00- Stars I. Stripes
10:00 . News
7,30_Kay mow oiti,
1:00 - Bravo Julie
9:00-- Moe Knrght
1000- News
7:00 - Neese Oa Prairie
SAW - Stars & Stripes




i 0-30- ABC Movie
















_ __ - _
TV GUIDE THURSDAY, JULY 1, 1976













I 00 Nowa. f.ye 0
9 00 Aornaby lone,
'0 00 Newt10:00 -Adam 17 cps- /Aerie 12 00 Tomorrows 10:30- Gionsmoke l200- TOT,' ' ̀ . , 0 10 Mn.,.10:30- Mewl Magic
11,30 - If-onside82,30-Pit Club 10-00 News
12:30 News





TV GUIDE FRIDAY, JULY 2, 1976
WNGE 1 WSIL-3 WSM-4
_
WTVF-5 WPSD 6 KFVS 12
6-30-Wild Kingdom 6:00 -Criers Pate 7:00- Sanford 6 30 Tell The Truth 6 10 ( ondid (orn.ro 6 10 Burk 13.,•.,7:00 -Dorsey L 44., • 6:85-News a Wee 7 30. Practice 7:00 - Sees '00 Sant Ord 1 Son 7:00-Movie8:00 - Movie
'
11:30 News 8-00 - Rockford 9410- Special 7 10 The Prroctic• 4:00-a$ Sepses10:00 Adorn 1
10:30 rh• Rnoll?r,




I 00 Rockford {dot
9 00 Probe* Story
10.00 -New,
10:15-Newe11:10 Misiinn in,, 10:00 News 10:30- Tessight
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The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will hold regular
church services on Sunday,
June 27, with the pastor, Rev.
W. Edd Glover, speaking at
eleven a. m. following Sunday
School at ten a. m.
The Must of Salvation"
will be the morning sermon
topic with scripture from John3: 1-16.
Mrs. Emma Lean Lawson
will direct the choir and play
the piano. Announcements
will be by Jimmy Cain and
greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Cochran.
President's Busing Bill Stands
Little Chance According To Dole
WASHINGTON (AP)
"The President's bill has as
much chance of passing this
year as Harold Stassen has of
getting the Republican
presidential nomination."
That gloomy assessment of
the prospects for President
Ford's proposals to limit
school busing came Thursday
from Sen. Robert Dole, R-
Kan.
Dole's comment pretty
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Piste by United F. tor" te,
pessimism of the anti-busing
bloc in the Senate.
Sen. Roman Hruska of
Nebraska, ranking
Republican on the Senate
Judiciary Committee said,
"It's going to be tough," when
asked about the prospects for
passage of the bill.
With Hruska and Sen.
James 0. Eastland, D-Miss.,
chairman of the Judiciary
Committee, among the
sponsors of the White House
proposals, the Judiciary
Committee is expected to
schedule early hearings.
Key House members could
give no indication when there
:night be action in that
chamber.
Ford asked Congress to
limit busing programs im-
posed to desegregate public
schools to a maximum of five-
years duration.
The President also would
limit busing to cases where




Bible School will be held at the
West Fork Baptist Church,
located on Mayfield Highway
121 west of Stella, starting
Monday, June 28, and con-
tinuing through Friday, July
2.
Classes for all ages will be
held from six to 8:30 p. m.
each night, according to the
church pastor, Rev. Jerry




An opponent of prior efforts
to restrict busing said the key
to the future of the Ford
proposals was whether they
were "good enough to split the
civil rights bloc." Key
members of that group were
withholding comment until
they had more time to study
the plan. •
But these initial questions
were raised: Was it
constitutional and would it
protect the rights of black
children to equal educational
opportunity 7
An example of the dilemma
faced by some northern
senators is that of Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.
Sources close to Kennedy said
the violence surrounding
court-ordered school busing in
Boston has left him anxious to
find an acceptable alternative
to busing as a method of in-
tegrating urban school
systems.
But Kennedy also was
described as adamantly op-
posed to proposals that offer
no more than a cutback in the
use of busing.
One of his constituents,
Boston City Council President
Louise Day Hicks, said she
opposed Ford's proposals. "I
cannot in good faith endorse
the proposed legislation of
President Ford to limit forced
busing to a fixed number of
years because I do not believe
it should be enforced for even
one day."
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Methods and techniques of utilizing natural and cultural resources in formal and intormal education were the sub-
led of an Environmental Education Workshop held at the Youth Station in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's public
outdoor area recently. Designed for school personnel and group leaders the workshop offered two or three hours
of credit through Murray State University. University and TVA personnel assisted in instructing the teachers from
the surrounding area. Jeannie Crittenden, North Calloway Elementary, Murray; Sue Whitmen, Attucks Middle
School, Hopkinsville: and Mary Jane Key, East Elementary Calloway County, Murray, work on a project during theworkshop.
Commercial Bail Bondsmen Win
Temporary Victory With Ruling
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — Althougha 1976 General Assembly measure has
outlawed bail bonding for profit in
Kentucky, the prtice continues. But
commercial bondsmen will apparentlybe in violation of the law in about twoweeks, unless their attorney can gain
relief in the courts.
The first step in that legal battle will
be taken today when Don Major, at-
torney for the Bail Bonding Association
of Kentucky, files a response to a
motion that the Kentucky Supreme
Court move up the effective date of its
ruling upholding the constitutionality of
the new law.
The bail bonding group sternly op-
posed the measure when Gov. Julian
Carroll proposed it the General
Assembly shortly after taking office.
But, despite the bondsmen's objections,
the bill passed
But commercial bondsmen won what
now appears to be just a temporary
victory when Jefferson Circuit Judge
Charles Anderson ruled that the new
law was unconstitutional and issued an
injunction against its enforcement. The
law was to have taken effect June 19.
The state countered that decision by
appealing to the state Supreme Court,
which overruled the Jefferson Circuit
Court ruling and said the bill was, in-
deed, constitutionally sound.
But the high court's decision, as in all
such rulings, would not become
mandate until 31 days after its
issuance. In the meantime, Major has
advised his clients to continue writing
bonds under the protection of the
Jefferson Circuit Court injunction. But
that injuoiction will expire on July 12,
when the Supreme Court ruling
becomes mandate.
The state, when faced with the time
difference between the effective date of
the new law and the Supreme Court
decision, movtid that the high court
make its ruling effectively
immediately, thereby wiping out the
lower court injunction and making the
new law immediately enforceable.
The Supreme Court accepted the
motion for consideration and told Major
to respond by today with the bonding
group's side of the argument.
Major said he will ask the Supreme
Court for a rehearing and will ask that
the law prohibiting commercial bail
bonding be declared unconstitutional.
But he said also that, if the state's
highest court "rules the same way it
already has," he will take the matter to
the U.S. Supreme Court.
Major said until the Kentucky
Supreme Court's decision is
implemented on July 12, the lower court
ruling remains in effect.
Kentucky Must Begin Planning
Economic Development--CarrollFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — "Ken-tucky must begin to plan its economicdevelopment to deal with a future thatis increasingly more sophisticated,"Gov. Julian Carroll has said.
He told the state's EconomicDevelopment Commission Thursdaythat economic development has beenapproached on a "catch as catch can"basis.
"We have operated without thecompass of defined objectives, and attimes our course has wavered," hesaid.
The governor told the commission,meeting for the first time, that theywould have a "leadership role" incharting the state's economicdevelopment in the last quarter of thecentury.
The governor stressed the impor-tance of developing jobs in diversifiedareas.
The state Development Cabinet willprovide Kentucky's "first overalleconomic development focal point,"Carroll said.
An Office of Developmental Researchand Planning will be established in thecabinet to provide what Carroll called"a sound factual basis" on which toformulate goals and policies to achievethem.
In addition, he said five task forces
would be created to work in five
areas—agriculture, energy, finance,
industrial development and tourism
and travel. Carroll said.
Each task force will be chaired by a
member of the commission. They will
be charged with evaluating Kentucky's
position in each of the study areas,
projecting its potential and recom-
mending objectives and solutions to any
problems that might impede "orderly
growth," the governor said.
John Y. Brown of Louisville will
continue to serve as chairman of the
City Council.
commission, with former commercecommissioner Katherine Peden servingas program coordinator for the 22-member body.
Carron declared this the "year of the
economy" and said a conference on the
economy will be held in Louisville Sept
29-30. He said he expects to receive the
first reports from the task groups at
that time.
The governor said similar con-
ferences are planned on the state of
education, welfare, and gos errunent
organization for succeeding years.
• • (Continued from Page II
15 in order for the paving to be done. If
less than 80 per cent of the property
owners put up the deposit the street will
be dropped from the list.
OTHER ACTION
The council also promoted firemanLloyd McKinney to the rank of
lieutenant to fill a vacancy at thatposition within the department.
Councilman C. C. Lowry advised thecouncil that the park security officer is
responsible for turning off the-lights atthe city tennis courts on Johnson Blvd.The council has received complaints ofthe lights being left on past midnight.
Also aired were complaints from
residents of the Poole Hill area of ex-cessive speed being used by motoristson E. Sycamore and Mulberry Streets;a complaint from residents of HolidayDrive concerning gravel trucks usingthe street to get from 18th St. to 16th St.:and complaints from truck traffic onWhitnell between Sycamore and StoryAve.
Also discussed was the need for speedlimit signs on N. 16th Street extended,the signs had previously beenauthorized by the council and street
department supt. Lee Bolen reportedthat the signs had been erected by hisdepartment and that vandals had ap-parently stolen them.
Fresh Mars Photos Challenge Scientists
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
Far from solving Martian
mysteries, fresh photos from
Viking 1 are instead
challenging scientists to ex-
plain a landscape that grows
more puzzling day by day.
On one count, however,
pictures received at Jet
Propulsion Laboratory early
Thursday were reassuring:
they seemed to show there will
be enough hazard-free terrain
for a safe Viking landing July
4.
"There is an enormous
variety of terrain; some looks
catastrophic but some looks
just fine," said Dr. Harold
Masursky, landing site team
leader.
Another scientist described
the newest pictures taken by
the orbiting Viking spacecraft
as "comforting" and ex-
pressed increasing optimism
that the landing site chosen
long before the mission
started would prove feasible.
The photos, the second
batch received since
photography from orbit began
on Tuesday, again showed
channels and numerous other
features carved on the surface
by natural forces.
A peppering of large and
small craters was seen again,
some of them now being
viewed as the mouths of young
volcanoes. Some cratered
areas are much like regions at
the moon, it was reported.
The photos also showed
several thin, bright lines
which scientists were at a loss
to explain.
"We don't have the vaguest
clue of what this feature is,"
said Masursky as he pointed
out one of the lines that led to
the base of a volcanic crater,
continued en the other side
and went oo to touch two
distant cm
Because of so much past
speculatlan about intelligent
life on Mars, Masursky in jest
referred to the feature as a
road, and even got a small rise
loun
out of a colleague — Dr. B.
Gentry Lee — by calling it
"Gentry's Freeway." It was a
joke precisely because the
idea of artificial structures on
Mars was discarded long ago.
The landing area, called
Chryse, lies on a low plain
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1 Legal Notice 1. Legal Notice
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY Circuit Court KENTUCKY HOUSING
CORPORATION Plaintiff,VERSUS RICHARD N.
BRUNNER and SUSAN J. BRUNNER, Husband
and wife, and FRIENDLY FINANCE IN-
VESTMENT OF MURRAY, INC. Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the May 28th
Term thereof 1976, in the above cause, for the sum
of Seventeen Thousand Seven Hundred Thirty Eight
and 17-100 (17,738.17) Dollars, with interest at the
rate of 8J-2 per cent per annum from the 19th day of
September 1975, until paid and its cost therein I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the 28th day of June
1976, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout, upon a
credit of six months, the following described
property, to-wit:
Beginning at the Northwest corner, said corner
being located at the back of the East curb of North
7th Street and also being 176.00' South of the cen-
terline of Chestnut Street, thence North 84 degrees
00' 00" East 185.00' to an iron pipe, said pipe being
80.17' South of a concrete block wall; thence South 4
degrees 12' 00" East 80.00' to an iron pipe; thence
South 84 degrees 00' 00" West 185.00' to an iron pipe
located at the back of the East curb along North 7th
Street; thence North 4 degrees 12' 00" West and with
back of said curb 80.00 to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 0.340 acres.
Richard N. Brunner, et tax, obtained title to the
above-described property by virtue of a deed from
Barry Polston, et tax, dated January 18, 1974, and of
record in Book 153, Card 870, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner CALLOWAY Circuit Court
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY Circuit Court ELBERT ALLBRIT-
TEN, ET AL, Plaintiff, VERSUS EMMA
WATKINS, ET AL, Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a jedgnient and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the May 28th
Term thereof 1976, in the above cause, for the
DIVISION OF PROPERTY, and its cost therein I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the 28th day of June
1976, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or thereabout, upon a
credit of six months, the following described
property, to-wit:
Lot Number 10 in Clubview Heights in the City of
Murray, Kentucky; said lot being 60 feet North and
South and 140 feet East and West, w-improvements
thereon. This property is located at 511 Broad St.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner CALLOWAY Circuit Court
Notice
TIUCK LOAD SALE,
gekup truck tires, .1i-
Wray tread. 700x15" -
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Tax. 750x16" - 8 ply
$31.23 + $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15" -
41.04 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78x15" - $22.28 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 -- $.3.16 FE Tax.
750x16 - 8 ply $37.39 +
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SALON again
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S. Lost And Found
LOST IN NEW CON-
CORD vicinity, large 12
year old black Labrador
Retreiver, 4 white feet.
Answers to name Boots.
Has chain collar, Rock
Island dog tag. Contact
436-5519. Reward.
LOST - German Shepherd
in vicinity of South 4th
Street. Has collar,





LOST, WHITE and Tan
Miniature sheep dog.








babysit in our home for















desired in selling. Age
22-40. This will be a full
time position, no Sunday
work, salary open.„






fidential. Reply to Box
264A, Murray, Ky.
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.












man. Send resume to
P.O. Box 32K.
WANT SOMEONE TO
















 - SECRETARIAL WORK,
letter of recom-
mendation, references.
Full or part time. Call
436-4375.
NOTICE
We buy and sell used a.,
conditioners Phone 75 i
9104 or 753 1551
Dili Electric




will sell at public sale
for cash a 1973 Inter-
national 519366, at 2:00
p. m. June 29, 1976 at
Taylor Motors, 303 South
4th, Murray, Ky. The
undersigned reserves




Would you Mks to ride
O. Church Bus to Sun









about 8 miles Southeast
of Murray, on Highway
893, approximately one
acre of ground. Garden
and building spot, block
building. stucco inside


















14. Want To Buy
UPRIGHT OR GRAND
piano in good working
order. Call or
write: Walter F. Sill, Jr.




• 401 Maplt 7534451.
USED SMALL lavatory












ever. Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.
IS. Articles For Sale
WOULD YOU TRUST
your child to an un-
trained doctor? How
about your home? Your
shop? We're trained -
We're dependable -we
have a permanent place




PET cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
2'2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths - 16 patterns to










paths go when Blue
Lustre arrives. Rent
r electric shampooer.




chair, bed, car seat,
dressing table, stroller,
backpack walker and
others. Clothes to 6X.





MOVING MUST Sell, 1709
Miller Ave., Wed. and





and lamps odds and
ends.
HALF CARAT solitaire.
Smail equity, take over
payments. Call 753-2810.
15 Articles For Sal
ir
BTU. Built-in dish-
, gr *11 50a
THcoRndEitioin"Wers.
washer. $75.40 Call 753-
0762.
AIR CONDITON SALE,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000















dining table, maple, 5 ft.






organs. Rent to purchase













tables and lamps od-
ds and ends.
Friday call 753 6078 or /53
0996 Saturday can be seen
at address above 7:0000.




and Service, 500 Maple




















NEW IDEA No. 305 2 row
corn picker. Also two
farm wagons: Call 753-
8940.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




14' RUNABOUT, 45 h. p.
engine. Tilt trailer. Call










both 20" one Sears 3
speed, like new, $35. One






TAKE UP PAYMENT of
$14.00 on almost new






Plastic put under !louse.







iKelley's Termite& Pest Control
JO South 13 Str <2,
Flies Roaches
Silver Fish S Shrut,
Phooe 753-3914
24. Miscellaneous
RE) 'S WORM FARM,
'row Cobb Road, High-
way 732), red worms,
canclian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894. atter 5 p.m.
TWO CAR garage door,
buyer can take it down







24.88. Cosco High chairs,
14.88. Solid oak porch
swings complete with
chains, 444,88, 5-16.88.
Swing chain sets, 2.99.
Shower massage, 16.95.
Deluxe lawn mower 3'2
h.p., bail bearing wheels
instant lift adjustment,
88.88. Ice cream freezer
4 qt.-7.77. Electric ice
cream freezer 4 qt.-
12.99. Carrelle din-














canner holds 7 qt. jars,
Deluxe Heavy Duty
model No. M-0406-38.88.
Kardite freezer bags 80
pints-$.69, quarts 30 for
$.49. Slip and slide-9.88.
Slow cookers 31/2
13.59, 5 qt.-19.88. Bar-B-
Que grills 24" on roll
around stand with hood
and electric spit-18.88.
Smoker type cast
aluminum 34.88 and up.
Weber grills-39.95 and
up. Ortho Seven dust. 4
lb. bag-1.29. Hudson dust
guns-3.99, Hudson
Sprayer-14.88 and up.
Roof coating 5 gallon
pail-5.95. Driveway
sealer, 5 gallon pail-6.95.





Mr. Coffee filter, box of
200, only 2.19. Electric
power saw 7,.4"-19.99
each. Breaker boxes 100
amp. 16 circuit-24.95, 200
amp 42 circuit-59.95.
Circuit breakers 20 and
30 amp-1.99 each. Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn
24 Miscellaneous
BROWN COUCH, $60, 2
chairs, $20 each, gray
Samsonite 21" suitcase,
$7.50. Four card table










night stand and lamp,
$15.00, standing ash
tray, $5.00, 20 inch
electric floor fan-new,
$35.00, green and white
chaise lounge, $5.00,
stand fan with roller,s










$200. Patty Berg ladies
golf clubs, and bag, 640.
Men's Hushpuppy golf
shoes, size 7, $5.00. Call
753-9294.
REMINGTON CHAIN




wheel chair for sale. $75.
Call 437-4752.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Helthopedic or foam.






recorder, and turn table.
AM-FM radio with 4
speakers. All in one unit.
Call 753-3274 after 5:30 p.
m.
27 Mohile Home Sales














central heat and air, on
it acre lots. Also four
vacant lots, city water,
Conrad Heights, terms






MOBILE HOME • 1973 -
Biltmore 12 x 60. 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, fully
carpeted, unfurnished,
except for built-in






$4,000. Call 753-3693 or
345-2757.
1972, 12 x 60, all electric,
central air. Call 489-2348
or 437-4845.
1972 BUDDY, 12 x 64, two
bedroom, central heat





WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918or 443-8226.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 40 TWO BEDROOM
trailer, all electric,
water furnished. Couple
or 2 boys. Call 753-0957
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWOBEDROOM
TRAILER, 12 x 60, all
carpeted, all gas. Out





Home Village. Call 753-
3895.
31. Want To Rent
PROFESSORS family
needs 3 or 4 bedroom
house, unfurnished. Call
Mr. Cohen, 1-504-254-
2214 til Friday, June 25,
then leave phone














house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
32 Apartments For Rent
FOR RENT nice one
bedroom furnished apt.
Inquire at 1414 Vine St.
FURNISHED EF-
FICIENCY apartment




ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.













32. Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM Duplex.
I Wiguid Drive. fully
ilirpeted, central heat
and air, built-in stove,
garbage disposal,
washer & dryer hookup.
Patio. $150.00 per month
plus utilities. Available










nished. Suitable for girls




peted, air condition, 1
block from college.










33 Rooms For Rent
WILL RENT ROOM with
bath in my home to
college girl or working
woman. Use of
household facilities.
$100.00 month. Call 753-
6293.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM
FURNISHED house on
Highway 641, 1A2 mile
South of Hazel. Call 492-
8174.
TWO BEDROOM, bath,
gas heat in Hardin.
Available now. Call 753-
4661.
TWO BEDROOM BRICK
home, 1  mile from city.








Two bedroom brick home on a nice tree shaded lot
overlooking Kentucky Lake. Price includes drapes.
built in range and oven, outside storage building
Priced at only $33,500.00.
Hilltop Home
("our bedroom home on three acres of land. Garage
and outside storage buildings. Beautiful view from
this hilltop home. Only $28,500.00.
- •
Fine Property
'0 Acres with large home. About 10 acres tendable
liarn. Nicely wooded home area. Call us for an ap-
pointment to see this fine property.
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36 For Rent Or lease
For Rent
4,000 sq. ft. in Be! Air
Shopping Center, 3
doors North of Big K.
For details contact
Guy Billington at The
Murray Insurance
Agency, phone 753-





anyone to ride. $250 and
up. Call 474-2717.
GENTLE THREE YEAR
OLD Gelding with or
without saddle. Call 753-





and wormed.'" Call 395-
4483, Calvert City.
hed. 1 AKC REGISTERED
103-, - 2 black Labrador
120. Retriever pups for sale.
$100.00 $35. Call 1-694-4571
-8668. (owner), or 753-0041.
AKC PUG PUPPIES,
















Across from Post Office.
THIS WEEKS
SPECIALS: Lots, Lots.
Lots, 2 Two acre
building lots on city
water. 2 good water
front lake lots. Many







STREET - 3 bedroom
white brick home with
family room, hardwood
floors, garbage disposal,
and carport on a nice lot.
Approximately 2,000 sq.
ft. living area. Call 753-




SPECIAL"TWO YEAR OLD male
JUST LISTED, EX-St. Bernard, also very
CELLENT 155 acresmall gentle pony. Call







Saturday, June 26, 8 a.
in. to 5 p. m. 804 South
9th. Plenty of games,
stuffed animals, toys.
clothing, household
items and many more
goodies.
RUMMAGE SALE,
Ameircan Legion Hall, 8
a. m. - "Saturday.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday 9-5, 506 South
6th.
YARD SALE Friday, 12-
6, Saturday 9-6 on High-
way 94E, 41'2 miles out.
First house past
Chiropractors office.
Clothing of all sizes and
miscellaneous items.
YARD SALE, Saturday.
June 26th, 9 a. in. sharp.
Third and Barnett in




baby cradle, gas fire
logs, HI-Ft. 8 track tape
deck and many more
items.
YARD SALE, Friday,
June 25, 8 a. m. to 5 p.
m., 520 Soutl-. 6th Street.
Household furniture,
clothing, and toys.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday at N. 5th.
Watch for sign in yard.
YARD SALE - Friday,
June 25 and Saturday,
June 26 from 7:00 a. m.




toys and many other
items.
SUNDAY SCHOOL class














acres. 50 acres bottom
land and 30 acres of
timber with 2ki acre
dark fired tobacco base.
Has old house, tabacco
barn, stock barn,
several outbuildings,
and stock water. Also
has good well, four
tenths of a mile of
blacktop road frontage,
and a grayetiroad down
one side of the property.






your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.






1,,A2 baths, large den with
fireplace, over 2,000





78 ACRE FARM south-
west of Murray just
listed. Farm has older
frame home, pole barn,
tobacco barn, milk
house and other out-
buildings. 4 ponds, 56
tendable acres, and 12
acres in timber. Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY,
711 Main, 753-1222 for all
your real estate needs.
BEAUTIFUL THREE
ACRE BUILDING
SITES located 314a miles
from Murray on Squire-
Workman and Ezell Rd.
Lots have trees and
water with 200 ft. of
blacktop frontage. Call
David King, 753-8355 or
753-8356 after 5 p.m.
THREE ACRES with T.
V. A. frontage. Good
road frontage on Kirby
Jennings Trail at
Hamlin, Ky. Reasonably
priced or will trade.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St..
753-0101 or 753-7531.
44 lots For Sale
*elk M 1E" 1E 713)
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 6 miles west
of Murray, three
bedroom frame on 34
acre lot. Outbuildings
good garden spot. Call
435-4348.
FIVE NEW HOUSES in
city - will trade. Mid 20's
and up. By builder. Call
753-3672.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick, fully carpeted.
Kitchen with built-ins, 2
air conditioners, fenced









carport and large lot.
Price $15,500. Call 753-
3293.
COUNTRY QUIET, 4
bedrooms, brick, on one
acre. Only 3 miles SE of
Murray. For private
showing call Bob Perrin,
evenings, 753-3509.




Tlwiee large bedrooms, lag doe
with firapnece senken living
room, forma 21's
kartlra, wtIkt Wye patio. Si,
corner Mt hendscapoil, al
applimeues, goat,
carpet, largo 2 cur props,
pantry, work &rock. $47,500.
Coll 753.11159 for op.
poisrfinowt.
CONTACT OWNER -
package deal. Three lots
on K en iana Develop-












4 bedroom brick theme,
lwaseimord boat, win
dew Mr, family re011, rOttre




3 bedroom, 2 baths not
•rve family
fa-9piece, aorporl end out
ude defecated car pert L
storege 0 iontil side of
rows near iI.pp.nq center
Wilson teary
Colt 753 3263 onrme







FRAME at South 9th,
has to be moved from lot




Hospital before July 1.
Brightly decorated



















SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
WALLIS DRUG
HOUSE AND 514 acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641







All on over 1 acre 2 miles
south of Bel-Air Shop-




"WHO (YR wH4r5 UNVER 11.3vE9-16A11o54




bedrooms, 2 baths, 4
fireplaces, all rooms
large. Priced in the 30's.
Call 753-4907 after 6:00.
47.Motorcycles
1973 HONDA rye 753-7980,
good condition.
HONDA 550, 4 cylinder.
Good condition. $1200.
Can be seen Trailer No.
8, Shady Oaks.
1975 HONDA 400 F-SS.
3000 miles. $900.00. Call
753-8445.
1972 YAMAHA, like new
condition. Price $300.
Call 753-1497.
350 HONDA in good
condition. $425. Call 436-
2310.
1975 HONDA 750, 1975
Honda XL 125 Call 753-
5744.
1972 CB 100 Honda, 4195.
Call 489-2595.
1976 125 YAMAHA YZ,
never raced Also 1976
125 Yamaha Enduro.
Both 1 month old. Call
753-7728.
1972 250 MX YAMAHA.
Excellent condition,
must sell. Call 436-5419.
1973 XL 250 HONDA,
excellent condition. Less
than 1300 miles. Call 437-
4171 after 6 p. m.
1974 SKAT CAT mini bike,
172 CC. Sharp wire
wheels. $145. Call 436-
5570.
1975 YAMAHA 100 MX,
brand new. No scrat-
ches. Call before 5, 753-
0405, after 5, 753-0189,
ask for Troy.
48. Automotive Service




49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 MUSTANG MACH I,
V-6, automatic and air.
$2850. Call 753-6907.
1969 TOYOTA, automatic,
one owner, extra nice.
Call 436-2427.
1970 FORD XL coupe, red










$250.00. Both need some
work will take pickup





after 5 p. m.
1974 CHEVY C. C. 4 wheel
drive, power steerring
and brakes. Air, tilt
wheel, big tires and
spoke hweels, 18,000
miles. A-1 condition.
Price $4300.00 firm. Call
753-3803.
49. Used Cars & Tracks
1973 CHEVROLET
BLAZER, full tune 4
wheel drive, air con-
dition, power steering
and brakes. Extra set of
wheels. $3250. Call 753-
2385 after 5 p. m. or can
be seen at Barretts
Service Center, Monday
through Friday.
1962 CHEVROLET, 2 door
coupe, 29 m.p.g. $325.
Call 753-5563.
1968 CHEVROLET
PICKUP, 34 ton. 4 wheel





LI ton, $275. Call 489-
2595
au FORD LTD station
wagon, excellent con-




with wench, 1950 model,
good shape. Call 753-
5532.
1970 TWO DOOR Impala,
power and air, very nice
car. 61050. Call 753-4530
1973 98 OLDSMOBILE,








top, body needs work.
Call 7534509.
1965 V. W. low mileage,
$250. Call 753-7581 after 4
p. m.
1974 BRONCO, 4 wheel
drive, V-8 automatic,
excellent condition.
$3,550 or best offer. Call
753-7750 after 5.
1905 V. W. completely





cellent gas mileage. Call
753-1329 after 12 noon.
MUST SELL 1972 K-5
Blazer, automatic,
double power, 4 wheel
drive. Call 753-5985.
NEW 1975 DODGE D-600
2 ton truck, 900 tires,
7,000 lb. front, axle,
17,000 lb. rear axle. Call





Call 753-2496 or 436-5855.
1975 DATSL'N B219, 8000
miles, 5 months old. Also
15' Runabout Seaking 35





Blazer-full time- 4 x 4.
Air, power, teering and
brakes. Two sets of
wheels included. Call
753-2385 a f lr'r 5 p.m.
50 Campers
1975 10' COS( /MEAN pop
up. $1500 .11 489-2716,
1969 ROADRUNNER
camper, 8' self con-
tained pickup. Excellent




six. Stove, sink, icebox.
$1700. Call 753-8487.
USED CAMPERS, clean.
Both travel trailers and
pop ups. Call 753-0605
1972 STARCRAFT,
Starfllte, sleeps 6, gas









work needs call John








and dirt. Call 437-4533.








vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some yard work.
Call 753-1495
WILL DO HOUSEWORK





Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
ALUMINUM DOORS and




and glass shelves and





delivery. M di G Com-







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.







and seal coating. For
free estimate. Call 753-
7238
GRADUATE STUDENT
wishing to do farm labor
such as - hauling hay in











clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the















and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.




You 11 be amazed anon yaw seeP.O  realty Pap down clean etlw
carpets can be RINSEeleAC
mum and veCnun4 out tart and
prom 0 a stop* swoop Clown
leo way protosionsisda-troor




Ildarrob OM. • .11
LW heft Chestnut 1,
DOZER WORK small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
Si. Services Offered
WILL DO BABYSITTING
An my home. $3.00 a day
for one, $5.00 a day for
two. At 106 South 13th.
call 753-0305.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free





or dry foam shampoo
method. We fully
guarantee all work to
customers satisfaction







4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.























SEARS save on ,these
high heat and cooling











ah.n to.. netni sroples,
egerponen10. S11111411 CIA WIL.
C4eineal is vileol we 111111111
best We bone Wan dealer*
see otlem cis.sag impipmeN1
re, rent Sr II else proles wo





FREE SIX WEEK old
male kitten. Lemon and
white striped, playful
and cuddly. Needs good -
home. Call 753-0273 after
5.
IRISH SETTER,rnale
Also 3 yellow kittens. All
to good home Call 489-
2659.
TWO FEMALE and one
male cats, two male





Gatesborough home with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths and many outstandingfeatures, including den with fir:place & wood beamed ceilings; largemodern kitchen with all appliances, including built-in trash compactor. Cen-tral electric heat and air, two car garage and ample storage areas. $44,500.
Elegant New Home
New home in Canterbury Estates, nearing completion. Buy now and chooseyour own wallpaper, carpeting and other interior decor. Three largebedrooms, two baths, large den with fireplace, formal dining room, kitchen,ten closets and electric heat pump. Home has pella windows, recessed lightlighting, built-in bookcases, custom made cabinets and has qualitythroughout. $44,900.
Canterbury Estates
This quality 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on Oxford Drive has lovely carpetingthroughout, large living room, formal dining room, very large kitchen-dencombination, central heat and air, 2 car garage with ample storage andwooden deck patio in backyard. Very reasonably priced at $42,750.
Lake Front Home
Just listed,, lovely lake home on Kentucky Lake with 3 bedrooms, 1"2 baths,den, 2 fireplaces, over 2,000 sq. ft. of living area. Phone office for details.
Close To Murray High School
Three bedroom modern brick ranch home with 2 baths, large living room,dining room, kitchen-den combination, central gas heat and central electricair. $32,900.
Convenient Location
Three bedroom home on large lot with fenced backyard, large impressivestone fireplace and shag carpet in den. Living room, dining room and kit-chen. A well located home in west end of Murray. Priced $29,900.
Lynn Grove
New 3 bedroom home on over 9 acres of land. over 8 tendable acres, stockbarn, partially fenced. Excellent location with over 400 foot frontage onHighway 94. Priced at only $27,500.
Friendly Country Home
Located just outside the city limits is this modern brick ranch home with 2bedrooms, large living room, a very large kitchen and utility room, centralheat and air, carpet and large lot in country setting make this a verypleasant home. $26,000.
, First Time Offered
Very neat 3 bedroom modern brick and frame home in West side of Murray.This home is well built and is priced verv reasonably at $22,500.
Investment Opportunity
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Ford Backers Win Key Test At
Start Of Minnesota Convention
ST. PAUL, Minn. AP —
President Ford's backers won
a key test at the start of
Minnesota's Independent-
Republican convention and
appeared ready today to claim
the state's 18 remaining
national nominating
delegates.
' The convention, with more
than half of the attending
delegates Ford supporters,
voted to require majority
support for each of the 18
delegates left to be picked.
Ronald Reagan, challenging
Ford for the GOP nomination,
arrived here from Mississippi





Church, located on Highway
121 Bypass, Murray, will hold
special services on Sunday,
June 26, at 2:30 p. m. in ob-
servance of the 13th an-
niversary of the organization
of the church.
Bro. Thomas Fortner of
Jackson, Tenn., former
minister of the church, will be
the speaker. The independent
phenomenal premillenarian
church was organized out of
the Midway Baptist Church,
Hickman, according to the
pastor, Bro. Grandville
Courtney.
Sunday school will be at ten
a. m. followed by worship
services at eleven a. m. on
angrily to word of the rule
change. He said he would
support his backers if they
decided to walk out of the state
meeting in protest.
"If party unity is being hurt,
it is being hurt by the other
side," the former California
governor declared. "We have
done nothing divisive. They
have done nothing except be
divisive."
Reagan and Ford are locked
in a tight race for the GOP
nomination, with the
President holding the edge,
1,008 delegates to 928 for
Reagan with 1,130 needed for
the nomination and 161 to be
picked.
The challenger and First
Lady Betty Ford were
scheduled to address the
Minnesota conyention and
mingle with delegates today.
In the race for the
Democratic nomination,
meanwhile, former Georgia
Gov. Jimmy Carter ran his
delegate total past the 1,50.5
needed for the nomination.
Carter pushed over the
majority barrier exactly four
months after he won the
opening primary in New
Hampshire. With the con-
vention still 17 days away,
Carter's total edged up to
1,510, an Associated Press Reagan's convention director,
delegate survey found. Lyn Nofziger, said they
The survey counts only probably would not be
delegates who are legally challenged then. He said they
committed or who have may be fought, though, when
publicly declared their the convention begins in
preference for one candidate. Kansas City.
It does not include any Nofziger said the Reagan
delegate who is leaning camp had "never been asked
Sunday with Bro. Courtney is toward a candidate, nor does for any suggestions" on
the morning speaker. it count delegate votes simply convention officers. "We're
on the statement of a party
leader.
Delegates to the Minnegota
convention voted 877 to 787 to
adopt the rule requiring that
each national delegate get a
majority vote at the state
convention. About 55 per cent
of the delegates favor Ford.
Reagan strategists wanted a
single ballot with delegate
slots given to the top 18 vote-
getters.
During a two-hour debate on
the rules, Reagan backers
warned that a failure to split
up the 18 delegates could tear
the party apart and hurt state
legislative races.
Reagan forces had another
complaint earlier in the day on
a separate matter. They
charged that the GOP's
convention in August may be
stacked against them because




committee chose Sen. Howard
Baker of Tennessee as the
keynote speaker for the
convention and Sen. Robert
Dole of Kansas as the tem-
porary convention chairman.
The two appointments are






Clovis Canup of Mayfield
Route Five died Thursday at
12:45 p.m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He was 61
years of age.
The deceased had retired
due to disability from em-
ployment at the Merit
Clothing Company, Mayfield.
Born September 16, 1914, he
was a veteran of World War II
and a member of the Disabled
American Veterans and the
American Legion.
Mr. Canup is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary Haley Canup,
and one son, James Michael
Canup, Mayfield Route Five;
halfsister, Mrs. Mary Lou
Beach, Orchard lake, Mich.;
half brother, R. V. Rose,
Murray.
The funeral has been
,scheduled for Saturday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Bro. James Tharp and Bro. R.
B. Cope officiating. Burial will
hi> in the Hollon Cemetery in
Graves County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after five p.m.
today Friday).
Final Rites Today Funeral Is Today
For Maggie Futrell For Bob Overcast
Funeral services for Maggie
Bell Futrell of Murray Route
Eight are being held today at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Anglin Funeral Home, Dover,
Tenn., with Rev. Jack Jones
officiating. Burial will be in
the Hicks Cemetery in Stewart
County, Tenn.
The Calloway County
woman, age 78, died Wed-
nesday at 9:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was born June
20, 1898, in Trigg County.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Robert Davis, Murray;
two sisters, Mrs. Mallie
Perry, Dover, Tenn., and Mrs.
Odie Overby, Cadiz; two
brothers, Tinner Futrell,
Granite City, Ill., and Billy
Futrell, Cadiz; two grand-
children; five great grand-
children
Paul Canter, retired farmer
and groceryman of Lynnville,
died Thursday at 5:30 a.m. at
his home at Lynnville. He was
65 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Lynnville
Church of Christ. Born
October 31, 1910, in Graves
County, he was the son of the
late Albert Canter and Ludie
Pittm i Canter.
Sun ivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Pritchard Canter,
Lynnville; one son, Lloyd
Canter, and three grandsons,
Barry, Brad, and Brent
Canter, Murray Route One;
two sisters, Mrs. Maye
Hobson, Holly Hill, Fla., and
Mrs. Faye Timmons,
Indianapolis, Ind.; four
brothers, Voris Canter, Akron.
Ohio, Roy Canter, Mayfield,
Lowell Canter, Sedalia Route
One, and Byron Canter,
Tustin, Calif.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. with Bro.
William Hardison officiating.
Burial will be in the Highland
Park Cemetery in Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
The funeral for Gaylon
Mitchuson will be held
Saturday at ten a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
T. Hardie and Bro. Lloyd
Underhill officiating. Burial
will be in the Matheny
Cemetery in the Land Bet-
ween the Lakes.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Mitchuson, age 36, died
Tuesday at a hospital at Dyer,
Ind. He was a native of Trigg
County and is survived by his
wife. Lorreine, father, Per-
shing Mitchuson, mother,
Mrs. Dallie Mitchuson,
daughter, Kathy, son, Scott,
sister, Debris Mitchuson, and
three brothers, Jerry, Davis,
and Pat Mitchuson.
Mrs. Lois 0. Kerr
Of Hardin Route
One Dies Thursday
The funeral services for
Robert Lee (Bob) Overcast of
Hazel are being held today at
2:30 p. m. at the Hazel Baptist
Church with Rev. James
Garland officiating and the
Church Choir providing the
music.
Serving as pallbearers are
Randy, Kenneth, Roger, and
Mike Overcast, Robert
Russell, and Johnny Walker.
Burial will be in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mr. Overcast, age 75, died
Wednesday at five p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruth Wilson Overcast, to
whom he was married
October 25, 1924; daughter,
Mrs. J. C. (Billy) Russell,
Murray; four sons, Charles
and Sam Overcast, Hazel,
John Lee Overcast, Seattle,
Wash., and Joe Hal Overcast,
Catlen, Ill.; fifteen grand-
children; ten great grand-
children.
Homecoming To Be
Held At West Fork
The West Fork Baptist
Church, located on Highway
121 west of Stella, will have its
annual homecoming on
Sunday, June 27, with the
pastor, Rev. Jerry Lee, to
speak at the morning worship
services at eleven o'clock.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. followed by morning
worship and a basket dinner.
A gospel singing featuring
the Song Masters Quartet of
Milan, Tenn., will start at 1:30
p. m.
Rev. Lee, pastor, urges the
public to attend.
Mrs. Lois 0. Kerr of Hardin
Route One died Thursday at
3:55 a. m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. She was
54 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the United
Methodist Church at Sadorus,
Survivors are one son, Terry
Kerr, Champaign, Ill., one
brother, Clifton O'Dell of
Elgin, Ill., and two grand-
children.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home. Benton. with Rev. I,. E.
Moore officiating. Burial will
be in the Unity Cemetery in-
Marshall County
not getting even treatment,"
he said.
Carter, meantime, spent
Thursday in Washington in
public and private meetings
with congressmen. Leading
Democrats emerged from the
meetings warmly endorsing
his drive for the presidency.
The candidate promised if
he is elected he will make
Congress an equal partner in





Methodist Church will hold its
Vacation Bible School starting
Monday, June 28, and con-
tinuing through Friday, July
Classes for boys and girls,
age three through the sixth
grade will be held from nine to
11:30 a.m. each morning.
Rev. Gary Mohler, pastor,
and the Bible School workers






minister of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will speak at
both the eleven a.m. and 7:15
p.m. worship services at the
church on Sunday, June 27.
At the morning service the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ, will sing
"Home of The Soul."
L. D. Warren, deacon of the
week, will read the scripture
and lead in prayer for the
morning service.
The Youth Choir will meet
at six p.m. for rehearsal and
will sing at the evening ser-
vice.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church Training will
be at 6:30 p.m. The deacons
will hold their regular mon-
thly meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
the church. Following the
evening services the deacons
and their wives are invited to
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Kuykendall for homemade ice
cream.
Nursery workers on Sunday
will be Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne
Bucy, Mrs. Faye Orr, Miss
Kay Vasseur, and Mrs
Carolyn Carroll.
•
Prices or stock of local Mans ai noor.
EDT. today, hawking la ilat Leiser
Times by First if lelkiesee. Owp.. al
Murray, are as Mows:
U.S Homes 71.4 tmE:
Ka u f man & Broad 64 As
Ponderosa Systems 92 4-/s
Kimberly Clark 44its
Union Carbide 691.s -16
W R. Grace -  273v 4-I11
Texaco 27's
General Elec. 57Tz +46
GAF Corp.  15,2
Georgia Pacific 
Pfizer 2Ev




Prices of 'locks of local mamma at mos
today formatted to the Ledger & Dann by
I M &mon Co are as follows
Industrial Avg -.16
Airco 'Zs +
Amer. Motors 5 unc
Ashland Oil 271,4
A.T. & T 564ti +ks
5.
Gen. motors (119.4
Gen. Tire 21t +
Goodrich 2634




















RO SE ' S AD VER T !SING
MEACHAM:X.4E PO4-1C
T. WAN, 1/1 MOM • a aIMMO 11.0•1
••••••••Il ID Owl •••••
•••1•1•••• moms O.* ••••••••• •••••••••
••••  awl S••••• Nam • mil kn. •
•••• C•••• ••••••• ••• •• 
••••
▪ •••••••• ••• ••••••••••a ••• ••••
p•I•• *ow ••• ••••••••••••  •••••/•••.
•• empanel. ••••••••••••• ••
•••••• et • ••••••••••, ,•••••• /Am a
• ••• •••••I lono•••mt a ••••110 Noel.
op ems p•mbn •••••••••• imn.•••••
ROSE'S STORES, INC
For. Fresh Feelings and Smooth
Looks . . . Begin at Roses.
New flavored mouthwash
and gargle. .
12-oz (net wt.) bottle of Listermint
Mouthwash and Gargle Formulated to
appeal to current mouthwash users
Help skin stay smooth
with Vaseline . . .
BATH BEADS
9-oz (net wt.) Vaseline Brand Intensive
Care • Bath Beads. Has skin softeners




4.75-oz. inet wt.t ban of Bath Sian
Jergens Soap. Lotion mild and has a new
fragrance.
For softer skin. . .
ROSE MILK
Rose Milk Skin Cream • smooths and
softens skin for that tender and youthful
look. 141. oz. list.-.
Disposable Douche
SUMMER'S EVE
41441. oz. size bottle of Summer's Eve
Ready-to-Use Disposable Donets. Pre- 0
F $ 1
mixed and pre-measured.
16-fluid ounce, Kiddy. .
BUBBLE BATH
1641. oz. bottle of Kiddy Bubble Bath.
Bubbles to' give your kids the cleanest
bath ever.
Odor absorbing insoles . . .
JOHNSON'S ® ODOR EATERS
I pair of Johnson's • Odor Eaters. Removes odor from feet, socks and
shoes like magic.
MEN s 2 9 7
BOYS' 2 27
Be cool! Only a nerd would
pass up this Fonzie T-shirt!
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